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INTRODUCTION

Optimizing compilers have become an essential component of modern high-performance computer systems. In addition to translating the input program into machine language, they analyze it and apply various transformations to it to reduce its running time or its size.

As optimizing compilers become more effective, programmers can become less concerned about the details of the underlying machine architecture and can employ higher-level, more succinct, and more intuitive programming constructs and program organizations. Simultaneously, hardware designers are able to employ designs that yield greatly improved performance because they need only concern themselves with the suitability of the design as a compiler target, not with its suitability as a direct programmer interface.

One of the approaches used by computer architects to achieve high performance is to use parallelism at various levels of granularity to overlap computation. In this survey we describe transformations that optimize programs written in imperative languages such as Fortran and C for high-performance architectures, including superscalar, vector, and various classes of multiprocessor machines. Almost all of these transformations are applicable to the languages in the Algol family; many are applicable to functional, logic, distributed, and object-oriented languages as well.

These other languages raise additional optimization issues which space does not permit us to cover in this survey. The references include some starting points for investigation of optimizations for LISP and functional languages [Kranz et al. 1986; Appel 1992; Clark and Peyton-Jones 1985], object-oriented languages [Chambers and Ungar 1989], logic programming languages [Aif-Kaci 1991], and the set-based language SETL [Freudenberger et al. 1983].

We have also restricted the discussion to higher-level transformations which require some program analysis. Thus we exclude peephole optimizations and, as much as possible, machine level optimizations, although some discussion of instruction scheduling and register allocation is included. We use the term optimization as shorthand for optimizing transformation.

Finally, because of the richness of the topic, we have not given a detailed description of intermediate program representations and analysis techniques.

A number of appendices have been included with material that presents additional details and background information.

We make use of a number of different machine models all based on a hypothetical superscalar processor called S-DLX. Appendix A details the machine models, presenting a simplified architecture and instruction set that we use when we need to discuss machine code. While all assembly language examples are commented, the reader will need to refer to the appendix to understand some details of the examples (such as cycle counts).

We assume a basic familiarity with program compilation issues. Appendix B discusses program representations used internally by compilers. Readers unfamiliar with program flow analysis may consult Appendix C, which describes some forms of analysis that are used to identify the usefulness and correctness of applying a transformation, or Aho et al. [1986], which provides a more lengthy treatment.
1 SOURCE LANGUAGE

All of the high-level examples in this survey are written in Fortran-90, primarily in the Fortran-77 subset. In some cases it is necessary to use assembly language to demonstrate the effects of the optimizations; this is described in Section 3.

We have chosen to use Fortran because it is the de facto standard of the high-performance engineering and scientific computing community. Fortran has also been the input language for a number of research projects studying parallelization [Allen et al. 1988a; Balasundaram et al. 1989; Polychronopoulos et al. 1989]. It was chosen by these projects not only because of its ubiquity among the user community, but also because its lack of pointers and its static memory model make it more amenable to analysis.

The optimizations we have presented are not specific to Fortran — in fact, many commercial compilers use the same intermediate language and optimizer for both C and Fortran. The presence of unrestricted pointers in C can reduce opportunities for optimization because it is impossible to determine which variables may be referenced by a pointer. The process of determining which references may refer to the same storage locations is called alias analysis and is described more fully in Appendix C.2.4.

Arrays in Fortran are laid out in memory in column-major form: the first subscript varies fastest. This is relevant for understanding the transformations that improve memory locality.

The only changes to Fortran in our examples are that array subscripting is denoted by square brackets to distinguish it from function calls; and we use do all loops to indicate textually that all the iterations of a loop may be executed concurrently.

To make the structure of the computation more explicit, we will generally express loops as iterations rather than in Fortran-90 array notation. Programmers should generally use array notation when it is available because it simplifies the code and exposes parallelism to the compiler.

When describing compilation for vector machines, we sometimes use array notation when the mapping to hardware registers is clear. For instance, the loop

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{do all } i &= 1, 64 \\
\text{a}[i] &= \text{a}[i] + c \\
\text{end do all}
\end{align*}
\]

could be implemented with a scalar-vector add instruction. This would be written in Fortran-90 array notation as

\[
\text{a}[1:64] = \text{a}[1:64] + c
\]

or in vector machine assembly language as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{LF} & \quad \text{F2, c(R30)} ; \text{load c into reg F2} \\
\text{ADDI} & \quad \text{R8, R30, #a} ; \text{load addr. of a into R8} \\
\text{LV} & \quad \text{V1, R8} ; \text{load vector a[1:64] to V1} \\
\text{ADDSV} & \quad \text{V1, F2, V1} ; \text{add scalar to vector} \\
\text{SV} & \quad \text{V1, R8} ; \text{store vector in a[1:64]}
\end{align*}
\]

Array notation will not be used when loop bounds are unknown, because there is no longer an obvious correspondence between the source code and the fixed-length vector operations that perform the computation. To use vector operations, the compiler must perform the transformation called strip-mining, which is discussed in Section 6.2.1.

2 TRANSFORMATION ISSUES

For a compiler to apply an optimization to a program, it must do three things:

1. Decide upon a part of the program to optimize and a particular transformation to apply to it;

2. Verify that the transformation either does not change the meaning of the program or changes it in a restricted way that is acceptable to the user; and

3. Transform the program.

In this survey we concentrate on the last step, transformation of the program. However, Section 5 we will introduce dependence analysis techniques which are used for deciding upon and verifying transformations, and Appendices B and C provide some further details.
Step 1 is the most poorly understood and is an active area of current research. Typically compilers apply a verification test for an optimization to an entire procedure, identifying every legal opportunity to use it. A variety of heuristics then determine whether the transformation is applied. Optimizations that rely on similar verification procedures are generally applied together to reduce the cost of program analysis, which may dominate compilation time.

Such ad-hoc strategies work reasonably well for uniprocessor targets, although even then it is possible for a sequence of optimizations to slow down a program. For example, an attempt to reduce the number of instructions executed may actually degrade performance by making less efficient use of the cache. While the sequence of transformations that is best for each application may be unique, compilers generally apply transformations in a relatively fixed sequence.

But as processor architectures become more complex, the number of dimensions in which optimization is possible increases and the decision process is greatly complicated. Some recent work has concentrated on systematizing the process of transformation (described briefly in Section 8); a great deal of further research is needed in this area.

2.1 Correctness

When a program is transformed by the compiler, the meaning of the program should remain unchanged. The easiest way to achieve this is to require that the transformed program perform exactly the same operations as the original, in exactly the order imposed by the semantics of the language. However, such a strict interpretation leaves little room for improvement. A more practical definition is

**Definition 1** A transformation is legal if the original and the transformed programs produce exactly the same output for identical executions.

**Definition 1.1** Two executions of a program are identical executions if they are supplied with the same input data and if every corresponding pair of non-deterministic operations in the two executions produces the same result.

Non-determinism can be introduced by language constructs (such as Ada’s `select` statement), or by calls to system or library routines that return information about the state external to the program (such as Unix `time()` or `read()`).

In some cases it is straightforward to cause executions to be identical, for instance by entering the same inputs. In other cases there may be support for determinism in the programming environment; for instance, a compilation option which forces `select` statements to evaluate their guards in a deterministic order. As a last resort, the programmer may have to temporarily replace non-deterministic system calls with deterministic operations in order to compare two versions.

To illustrate many of the common problems encountered when trying to optimize a program and yet maintain correctness, Figure 1 shows a program (a) and a transformed version (b). The transformed version may seem to have the same semantics as the original, but it violates Definition 1 in the following ways:

- **Overflow.** Let $R_{\text{max}}$ be the largest real number representable by the machine. If $b[k] = R_{\text{max}} - 1$ and $a[1] = -2$, then changing the order of the additions so that $C = b[k] + 2$ will cause an overflow to occur in the transformed program that did not occur in the original. Even if the original program would have overflowed, the transformation causes the exception to happen at a different point. This situation complicates debugging, since the transformation is not visible to the programmer. Finally, if there had been a `print` statement between the assignment and use of $C$, the transformation would actually change the output of the program.

- **Different results.** Even if no overflow occurs, the resulting values of elements of $a$ may be slightly different because the order of the additions has been changed. The reason is that floating point numbers are approximations of real numbers, and the order in which the approximations are applied
subroutine tricky(a,b,n,m,k)
integer n, m, k
real a[m], b[m]
do i = 1, n
   a[i] = b[k] + a[i] + 2
end do
return
   (a) original program

subroutine tricky(a,b,n,m,k)
integer n, m, k
real a[m], b[m]
C = b[k] + 2
do i = n, 1, -1
   a[i] = a[i] + C
end do
return
   (b) transformed program

k = m+1
n = 0
call tricky(a,b,n,m,k)
   (c) possible call to tricky

equivalence (a[i], b[n])

k = n
call tricky(a,b,n,m,k)
   (d) possible call to tricky

Figure 1: Incorrect Program Transformations

(rounting) can affect the result. However, for a sequence of commutative and associative integer operations, if no order of evaluation can cause an exception, then all evaluation orders are equivalent. We call operations which are algebraically but not computationally commutative (or associative) \textit{semi-commutative} (or semi-associative) operations. Boolean operations are fully commutative, since they do not cause exceptions or compute approximate values.

- Memory fault. If \( k > m \) but \( n < 1 \), the reference to \( b[k] \) is illegal. The reference would not be evaluated in the original program because the loop body is never executed, but it would occur in the call shown in Figure 1 (c).

- Different results. \( a \) and \( b \) may be completely or partially aliased to one another, changing the values assigned to \( a \) in the transformed program. Figure 1 (d) shows how this might occur: if the call is to the original subroutine, \( b[k] \) is changed when \( i = 1 \), since \( k = n \) and \( b[n] \) is aliased to \( a[1] \). In the transformed version, the old value of \( b[k] \) is used for all \( i \), since it is read before the loop. Even if the reference to \( b[k] \) were moved back inside the loop, the transformed version would still give different results because the loop traversal order has been reversed.

As a result of these problems, slightly different definitions are used in practice. When bit-wise identical results are desired, the following definition is used:

\textbf{Definition 2} A transformation is legal if, for all semantically correct program executions, the original and the transformed programs produce exactly the same output for identical executions.

Languages typically have many rules that are stated but not enforced; for instance in Fortran, array subscripts must remain within the declared bounds, but this rule is not enforced at compile- or run-time. A program execution is correct if it does not violate the rules of the
language. Note that correctness is a property of a program execution, not of the program itself, since the same program may execute correctly under some inputs and incorrectly under others.

Because exceptions are considered semantically incorrect, the legally transformed program can produce different results when an exception occurs. For languages which define a specific semantics for exceptions, this definition may need to be extended.

However, demanding bit-wise identical results can substantially constrain opportunities for optimization, and is often not necessary. As a result, the most commonly applied correctness criterion is

**Definition 3** A transformation is legal if, for all semantically correct executions of the original program, the original and the transformed programs perform equivalent operations for identical executions. All permutations of semi-commutative operations are considered equivalent.

Since we can not predict the degree to which transformations of semi-commutative operations change the output, we must use an operational rather than an observational definition of equivalence. In practice, programmers generally observe whether the numeric results differ by more than a certain tolerance, and if they do, force the compiler to employ Definition 2.

### 2.2 Scope
Optimizations can be applied to a program at different levels of granularity. As the scope of the transformation is enlarged, the cost of analysis generally increases. Some useful gradations of complexity are:

- **statement** — arithmetic expressions are the main source of potential optimization within a statement.

- **basic block** (straight-line code) — this is the focus of early optimization techniques. The advantage for analysis is that there is only one entry point, so control transfer need not be considered in tracking the behavior of the code.

- **innermost loop** — to effectively target high-performance architectures, compilers need to focus on loops. Most of the transformations discussed in this paper are based on loop manipulation. Many of them have only been studied or widely applied in the context of the innermost loop.

- **perfect loop nest** — a *loop nest* is a set of loops one inside the next. The nest is called a *perfect nest* if the body of every loop other than the innermost consists only of the next loop in the nest. Because a perfect nest is more easily summarized and reorganized, several transformations only apply to perfect nests.

- **general loop nest** — any loop nesting, perfect or not.

- **procedure** — some optimizations, memory access transformations in particular, yield better improvements if they are applied to an entire procedure at once. The compiler must be able to manage the interactions of all the basic blocks and control transfers within the procedure. The standard and rather confusing term for procedure-level optimization in the literature is *global optimization*.

- **inter-procedural** — considering several procedures together often exposes more opportunities for optimization; in particular, procedure call overhead is often significant, and can sometimes be reduced or eliminated with inter-procedural analysis (see Section 6.6). Relatively few compilers perform inter-procedural optimization.

We will generally confine our attention to optimizations beyond the basic block level.

### 3 TARGET ARCHITECTURES
In this paper we discuss compilation techniques for high-performance architectures, which for our purposes are superscalar, vector, SIMD, shared-memory multiprocessor, and distributed-memory multiprocessor machines. These archi-
tectures have in common that they all use parallelism in some form to improve performance.

The structure of an architecture dictates how the compiler must optimize along a number of different (and sometimes competing) axes. The compiler must attempt to:

- maximize use of computational resources (processors, functional units, vector units);
- minimize the number of operations performed;
- minimize use of memory bandwidth (register, cache, network); and
- minimize use of memory.

While optimization for scalar CPUs has concentrated on minimizing the dynamic instruction count (or more precisely, the number of machine cycles required), high-performance applications are often at least as dependent upon the performance of the memory system as they are on the performance of the functional units.

In particular, the distance in memory between consecutively accessed elements of an array can have a major performance impact. This distance is called the stride. If a loop is accessing every fourth element of an array, it is a stride-4 loop. If every element is accessed in order, it is a stride-1 loop. Stride-1 access is desirable because it maximizes memory locality and therefore the efficiency of the cache, translation looksaside buffer (TLB), and paging systems; it also eliminates bank conflicts on vector machines.

Another key to achieving peak performance is the paired use of multiply and add operations in which the result from the multiplier can be fed into the adder. For instance, the IBM RS/6000 has a multiply-add instruction which uses the multiplier and adder in a pipelined fashion; one multiply-add can be issued each cycle. The Cray Y-MP C90 does not have a single instruction; instead the hardware detects that the result of a vector multiply is used by a vector add, and uses a strategy called chaining in which the results from the multiplier’s pipeline are fed directly into the adder.

Applications that do not use such compound operations may be only half as fast as those that do. It is therefore very important to organize the code so as to issue as many multiply-adds as possible.

There are a number of variables which are used to analyze the performance of the compiled code quantitatively:

- $S$ is the hardware speed in operations per second. Typically, speed is measured either in millions of instructions (MIPS) or in millions of floating point operations (megaflops).
- $P$ is the number of processors.
- $F$ is the number of operations executed by a program.
- $T$ is the time in seconds to run a program.
- $U = F/ST$ is the utilization of the machine by a program; a utilization of 1 is ideal, but real programs typically have significantly lower utilizations.
- $Q$ is the ratio of the number of uses of a word in memory to the number of times it is loaded into a register. The higher the value of $Q$, the more re-use is being achieved and the less memory bandwidth is consumed. Values of $Q$ below 1 indicate that redundant loads are occurring.
- $R\infty$ is the number of registers that are required by a program assuming that the target machine has an infinite register set (but assuming that registers are re-used when the value they contain is no longer needed). $R_m$ is the number of registers actually available on the machine.
- $II = R\infty/R_m$ is a measure of the register pressure of a program. $II > 1$ indicates that extra loads and stores will have to be generated to save some registers’ values and free them for other uses. This process is called spilling the registers, and clearly reduces $Q$. 
In Appendix A we present a series of model architectures that we will use throughout this survey to demonstrate the effect of various compiler transformations. The architectures include a superscalar CPU (S-DLX), a vector CPU (DLX-V), a shared memory multiprocessor (MX-s) and a distributed memory multiprocessor (MX-d). We assume that the reader is familiar with basic principles of modern computer architecture, including RISC design, pipelining, caching, and instruction-level parallelism. Our generic architectures are based on DLX, an idealized RISC architecture introduced by Hennessey and Patterson [1990].

4 COMPILER ORGANIZATION

To demonstrate how transformation fits into compiler design, we have presented a diagram of the various parts of an optimizing compiler in Figure 2. Every compiler is different, so we have tried to present one reasonable organization that has a place for all the techniques mentioned in this survey.

The first two phases, lexing and parsing, constitute the front-end of the compiler and will not be discussed further. The front-end is responsible for converting the original source into more convenient internal data structures and for checking whether the static semantic constraints of the language have been properly satisfied. The parser generally produces an abstract syntax tree and a symbol table.

The next stage of compilation is analysis, which can take many forms. In our canonical compiler, we assume that the first step is to do control flow analysis in order to produce a control-flow graph (CFG). The CFG, which converts the different kinds of control transfer constructs in the program into a single form that is easier for the compiler to manipulate, is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.

After control flow has been dealt with, the compiler examines how data is being used with dataflow analysis (described in Appendix C.1) and dependence analysis (described in Section 5). There are a variety of representations for capturing flow information; we assume that our compiler uses program dependence graphs and static single-assignment form (described in Appendix B), and dependence vectors (described in Section 5). Some compilers will only use one or two of these intermediate forms, while others will use entirely different ones.

After analyzing the code, the compiler can begin to transform it. The compiler designer must decide on an order in which to apply transformations; some transformations may enable others which in turn enable the original transformation to improve the code further. Although the picture implies that analysis is complete before the transformations are applied, in practice it is often necessary to re-analyze code after it has been modified.

Once the program has been fully transformed, the last stage of compilation is to convert it into assembly code. This translation is done by the back-end and will not be discussed in detail; our compiler uses the common approach of converting the high-level representations used during transformation into the low-level register-transfer language (RTL) [Davidson and Fraser 1984]. RTL is used for register allocation, instruction selection, and instruction reordering to exploit processor scheduling policies.

5 DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS

Among the various forms of analysis used by optimizing compilers, the one we rely on most heavily in this survey is dependence analysis [Wolfe 1989b; Banerjee 1988b]. This section briefly introduces dependence analysis, its terminology, and the underlying theory. Other forms of program analysis are discussed in Appendix C.

A dependence is a relationship between two computations that places constraints on their execution order. Dependence analysis identifies these constraints, which are then used to determine whether a particular transformation can be applied without changing the semantics of the computation.

5.1 Types of Dependences

There are two kinds of dependences: control dependence and data dependence. There is a con-
Figure 2: Possible Organization of an Optimizing Compiler
control dependence between statement 1 and statement 2, written \( S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \), when statement \( S_1 \) determines whether \( S_2 \) will be executed. For example:

1. if \((a = 3)\) then
2. \(b = 10\)
end if

Two statements have a data dependence if they cannot be executed simultaneously due to conflicting uses of the same variable. There are three types of data dependences: flow dependence (also called true dependence), anti-dependence, and output dependence. \( S_4 \) has a flow dependence on \( S_3 \) (denoted by \( S_3 \rightarrow S_4 \)) when \( S_3 \) must be executed first because it writes a value that is read by \( S_4 \). For example:

3. \(a = c \times 10\)
4. \(d = 2a + c\)

\( S_6 \) has an anti-dependence on \( S_5 \) (denoted by \( S_5 \rightarrow S_6 \)) when \( S_6 \) writes a variable that is read by \( S_5 \):

5. \(e = f \times 4 + g\)
6. \(g = 2h\)

An anti-dependence does not constrain execution as tightly as a flow dependence. As before, the code will execute correctly if \( S_6 \) is delayed until after \( S_5 \) completes. An alternative solution is to use two memory locations \( g_5 \) and \( g_6 \) to hold the values read in \( S_5 \) and written in \( S_6 \), respectively. If the write by \( S_6 \) completes first, the old value will still be available in \( g_5 \).

An output dependence holds when both statements write the same variable:

7. \(a = b \times c\)
8. \(a = d \times e\)

We denote this condition by writing \( S_7 \rightarrow S_8 \). Again, as with an anti-dependence, storage replication can allow the statements to execute concurrently. In this short example there is no intervening use of \( a \) and no control transfer between the two assignments, so the computation in \( S_7 \) is redundant and can actually be eliminated.

We denote an unspecified type of dependence by \( S_1 \Rightarrow S_2 \). Another common notation for dependences uses \( S_3 \delta S_4 \) for \( S_3 \rightarrow S_4 \), \( S_5 \theta S_6 \) for \( S_5 \rightarrow S_6 \), and \( S_7 \phi S_8 \) for \( S_7 \rightarrow S_8 \).

In the case of data dependences, when we write \( X \Rightarrow Y \) we are being somewhat imprecise: it is reads and writes to the same data items that are dependent, not entire statements. In the output dependence example above, \( b, c, d, \) and \( e \) can all be read from memory in any order, and the results of \( b \times c \) and \( d \times e \) can be executed as soon as their operands have been read from memory. \( S_7 \Rightarrow S_8 \) actually means that the store of the value \( b \times c \) into \( a \) must precede the store of the value \( d \times e \) into \( a \). When there is a potential variable ambiguity, we will distinguish between different variable references within statements.

5.2 Representing Dependences

To capture the dependency information for a piece of code, the compiler creates a dependence graph; each node in the graph typically represents one statement. An arc between two nodes indicates that there is a dependence between the computations they represent.

Because it is cumbersome to account for both control and data dependence during analysis, compilers often convert control dependences into data dependences using a technique called if-conversion [Allen et al. 1983]. If-conversion introduces additional boolean variables that encode the conditional predicates; every statement whose execution depends on the conditional is then modified to test the boolean variable. In the transformed code, data dependence subsumes control dependence.

5.3 Loop Dependence Analysis

So far we have examined dependence in the context of straightline code with conditionals — analyzing loops is a more complicated problem. In non-looping code, each statement is executed at most once, so the dependence arcs described so far capture all the possible dependence relationships. In looping code, each statement may be executed many times, and for many transformations it is necessary to describe dependences that
do $i = 2, n$
1 \quad a[i] = a[i] + c
2 \quad b[i] = a[i-1] * b[i]
end do

(a)

do $i = 2, n$
\begin{align*}
do & j = 1, n-1 \\
& a[i,j] = a[i,j] + a[i-1,j+1]
\end{align*}
end do

(b)

do $i = 1, n$
\begin{align*}
do & j = 2, n-1 \\
& a[j] = (a[j] + a[j-1] + a[j+1])/3
\end{align*}
end do

(c)

**Figure 3:** Loop-carried Dependence

exist between iterations, called *loop-carried* dependences.

Three loop nests with loop-carried dependences are shown in Figure 3. Consider the simple example (a): there is no dependence between $S_1$ and $S_2$ within any single iteration of the loop, but there is one between two successive iterations. $S_2$ in iteration $k$ reads the value of $a[k-1]$ written by $S_1$ in iteration $k-1$.

To compute dependence information for loops, the key problem is understanding the use of arrays; scalar variables are relatively easy to manage. To track array behavior, the compiler must analyze the subscript expressions in each array reference.

To discover whether there is a dependency in the loop nest, it is sufficient to determine whether one iteration can ever write a value that is read or written in any other iteration.

Depending on the language, loop increments may be arbitrary expressions. However, the dependence analysis algorithms usually require that the loops have only unit increments. When the ranges in a program have a more complex form, the compiler may be able to normalize them to fit the requirements of the analysis, as described in Section 6.2.16. For the remainder of this section we will assume that all loops are incremented by 1 for each iteration.

Figure 4 shows a generalized perfect nest of $d$ loops. The body of the loop nest reads and writes elements of the $m$-dimensional array $a$. The functions $f_i$ and $g_i$ map the current values of the loop iteration variables to an integer which indexes the $i$th dimension of $a$. The generalized loop can give rise to any type of data dependence: for instance, two different iterations may write the same element of $a$, creating an output dependence.

An iteration can be uniquely named by a vector of $d$ elements $I = (i_1, \ldots, i_d)$, where each index falls within the iteration range of its corresponding loop in the nesting (that is, $l_p \leq i_p \leq u_p$). The outermost loop corresponds to the leftmost index.

We wish to discover what loop-carried dependences exist between the two references to $a$, and to describe somehow those dependences that exist. Clearly, a reference in iteration $J$ can only depend upon another reference in iteration $I$ that was executed before it, not after it. We formalize the notion of “before” with the $\prec$ relation:

$$ I \prec J \text{ iff } \exists p : i_p < j_p \land \forall q : p : i_q = j_q. $$

Note that this definition must be extended slightly when the loop increment may be negative.

A reference in some iteration $J$ depends upon a reference in iteration $I$ if and only if at least one reference is a write and

$$ I \prec J \land \forall p: f_p(I) = g_p(J). $$

In other words, there is a dependence when the values of the subscripts are the same in different iterations. If no such $I$ and $J$ exist, the two references are independent across all iterations of the loop. In the case of an output dependence
between the same write in different iterations, the condition is simply \( \forall p : f_p(I) = f_p(J) \) 

For example, suppose that we are attempting to describe the behavior of the loop in Figure 3 (b). Each iteration of the inner loop writes the element \( a[1,1] \). There is a dependence if any other iteration reads or writes that same element. In this case, there are many pairs of iterations that depend on each other. Consider iterations \( I = (1,3) \) and \( J = (2,2) \). Iteration \( I \) occurs first, and writes the value \( a[1,3] \). This value is read in iteration \( J \), so there is a flow dependence from iteration \( I \) to iteration \( J \). Using the same notation for dependences, we write \( I \rightarrow J \).

When \( X \Rightarrow Y \), we define the dependence distance as \( Y - X = (Y_1 - X_1, \ldots, Y_d - X_d) \). In Figure 3 (b), the dependence distance \( J - I = (1, -1) \). When all the dependence distances for a specific pair of references are the same, the potentially unbounded set of dependences can be represented by the dependence distance. When a dependence distance is used to describe the dependences for all iterations, it is called a distance vector (introduced by Kuck [1978] and Muraoka [1971]).

A legal distance vector \( V \) must be lexicographically positive, meaning that \( 0 < V \) (the first non-zero element of the distance vector must be positive). A negative element in the distance vector means that the dependence in the corresponding loop is on a higher-numbered iteration. If the first non-zero element were negative, this would indicate a dependence upon a future iteration, which is impossible.

There is often confusion of dependence between iterations with dependence between array elements. The operations on array elements create the dependences, but the dependence vectors describe dependences between iterations. For instance, the loop nest that updates the one-dimensional array \( a \) in Figure 3 (c) has dependences \( \{(0,1),(1,0),(1,-1)\} \).

In some cases it is not possible to determine the exact dependence distance at compile-time, or the dependence distance may vary between iterations, but there is be enough information to partially characterize the dependence. A direction vector (introduced by Wolfe [1989b]) is commonly used to describe such dependences.

For a dependence \( I \Rightarrow J \), the direction vector \( W = (w_1, \ldots, w_d) \) where 

\[
w_p = \begin{cases} 
< & \text{if } I_p < J_p \\
= & \text{if } I_p = J_p \\
> & \text{if } I_p > J_p
\end{cases}
\]

In Figure 3 the direction vector for loop (b) is \( (<,>) \), and the direction vectors for loop (c) are \( \{(=, <), (<, =), (<, >)\} \).

The dependence behavior of a loop is described by the set of dependence vectors for each pair of possibly conflicting references. These can be summarized into a single loop direction vector, at the expense of some loss of information.

```plaintext
\[
do i_1 = l_1, u_1 \
do i_2 = l_2, u_2 \\
... \
do i_d = l_d, u_d
\]

\[
a[f_1(i_1, \ldots, i_d), \ldots, f_m(i_1, \ldots, i_d)] = ... \
\]

\[
... = a[g_1(i_1, \ldots, i_d), \ldots, g_m(i_1, \ldots, i_d)]
\]

\end{do}

\end{do}

Figure 4: General Loop Nest
```
(and potential for optimization). The dependences of the loop in Figure 3 (c) can be summarized as $(\leq, \neq)$. The symbol $\neq$ denotes both an $<$ and $>$ direction, and $\neq$ denotes $<$, $>$, and $=$.

### 5.4 Subscript Analysis

In discussing the analysis of loop-carried dependence, we omitted an important detail: how the compiler decides whether two array references might refer to the same element in different iterations. In examining a loop nest, the compiler first tries to prove that different iterations are independent by applying various tests to the subscript expressions. These tests rely on the fact that the expressions are almost always linear. If the subscript expressions are too complex to analyze, or if a dependency is found, the compiler then tries to describe the dependence with a direction or distance vector.

There are a large variety of tests, all of which can prove independence in some cases. It is infeasible to solve the problem directly, even for linear subscript expressions, because finding dependences is equivalent to the NP-complete problem of finding integer solutions to systems of linear Diophantine equations [Banerjee et al. 1979]. Two general and approximate tests are the GCD [Towe 1976] and Banerjee's inequalities [Banerjee 1988a].

In addition, there are a large number of exact tests that exploit some subscript characteristics to determine whether a particular type of dependence exists. These include the Single-Index Test [Banerjee 1979; Wolfe 1989b] and the Delta Test [Goff et al. 1991]. Other approaches examine multiple subscripts simultaneously as in the $\lambda$-test [Li et al. 1990], multi-dimensional GCD [Banerjee 1988a], and the power test [Wolfe and Tseng 1992].

There have been several studies of the loop subscript expressions that occur in practice, and how well the various tests perform in analyzing them [Banerjee 1988a; Shen et al. 1989; Lee et al. 1985]. These studies have generally concerned themselves with scientific code, finding that the subscript expressions which appear are almost always simple enough to respond well to inexpensive dependence tests.

### 6 Transformations

This section catalogs the program transformations themselves. Our primary emphasis is on loops, since that is where most of the execution time is spent in programs. For each transformation we provide an example, discuss its benefits and shortcomings, identify any variants, and provide citations.

A standard reference on compilers in general is the “Red Dragon” book, to which we refer for some of the most common examples [Aho et al. 1986]. We also drew upon previous summaries [Allen and Cocke 1971; Kuck 1977; Padua and Wolfe 1986; Wolfe 1989b; Rau and Fisher 1993].

Because some transformations were already familiar to programmers who applied them manually, we often cite only the work of researchers who have systematized and automated the implementation of these transformations. Additionally, we omit citations to work that is restricted to basic blocks when global optimization techniques exist. Even so, the origin of some optimizations is murky. For instance, Ershov's ALPHA compiler performed interprocedural constant propagation (albeit in a limited form) in 1964 [Ershov 1966].

#### 6.1 Loop Reordering Transformations

In this section we describe transformations which change the order in which the iterations of a perfect loop nest are executed. These transformations are used to expose parallelism and improve memory locality. When loops are imperfectly nested, loop distribution can sometimes be used to create perfect loop nests (see Section 6.2.8).

A major goal of optimizing compilers for high-performance architectures is to discover and exploit parallelism in loops. We will indicate when a loop can be executed in parallel by using a do all loop instead of a do loop. The iterations of a do all loop can be executed in any order, or all at once.

To determine whether a loop can be executed in parallel, its loop-carried dependences must be
do $i = 1, n$
  do $j = 1, n$
    $a[i,j] = a[i-1,j] + c$
  end do
end do

(a) Outer loop is parallelizable.

do $i = 1, n$
  do $j = 2, n$
    $a[i,j] = a[i,j-1] + c$
  end do
end do

(b) Inner loop is parallelizable.

Figure 5: Dependence conditions for parallelizing loops.

Examined. The obvious case is when all the dependence distances for the loop are 0 (direction $=$), meaning that there are no dependences carried across iterations by the loop. This is the case in Figure 5 (a): the distance vector for the loop is $(0, 1)$, so the outer loop is parallelizable.

More generally, the $p^{th}$ loop in a loop nest is parallelizable if for every distance vector $I_p = 0 \lor \exists q < p : I_q > 0$. In Figure 5 (b), the distance vectors are $\{(1,0),(1,-1)\}$, so the inner loop is parallelizable. This is because both references on the right-hand side of the expression read elements of $a$ from row $i-1$, which was written during the previous iteration of the outer loop. Therefore the elements of row $i$ may be calculated and written in any order.

6.1.1 Loop Interchange

Loop interchange exchanges the position of two loops in a loop nest, generally moving one of the outer to loops to the innermost position [Wolfe 1989b; Allen and Kennedy 1987; Allen and Kennedy 1984]. It is one of the most powerful transformations and can improve performance in many ways. However, many compilers do not perform this optimization.

Loop interchange may be performed to:

- enable vectorization by interchanging an inner, dependent loop with an outer, independent loop;
- improve vectorization by moving the independent loop with the largest range into the innermost position;
- improve parallel performance by moving an independent loop outwards in a loop nest to increase the granularity of each iteration and reduce the number of barrier synchronizations;
- move more scalars into the inner loop to increase data access locality and hence register reuse;
- reduce stride, ideally to stride-1; and
- increase the number of loop-invariant expressions in the inner loop.

Care must be taken that these benefits do not cancel each other out. For instance, an interchange that improves register re-use may change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stride</th>
<th>Cache Misses</th>
<th>TLB Misses</th>
<th>% of stride 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

double precision $a[*]$

do $i = 1, 1024*\text{stride}$, stride
  $a[i] = a[i] + c$
end do

Figure 6: Predicted effect of stride on performance of an IBM RS/6000 for the above loop. Array elements are double precision (8 bytes); miss rates are per 1024 iterations. Beyond stride-16, TLB misses dominate.
do i = 1,n  
do j = 1,n  
  total[i] = total[i] + a[i,j]  
end do  
end do  

(a) original loop nest

do j = 1,n  
do i = 1,n  
  total[i] = total[i] + a[i,j]  
end do  
end do  

(b) interchanged loop nest

(a)

Figure 7: Loop Interchange

does not represent the actual content of the document.
6.1.2 Loop Skewing

Loop skewing is an enabling transformation which is primarily useful in combination with loop interchange [Wolfe 1989b]. Because it only alters the loop bounds, it does not change the computations being performed and is always legal by itself.

Skewing was invented to handle wavefront computations, so called because the updates to the array propagate like a wave across the array [Muraoka 1971; Lamport 1974]. In Figure 9 (a) we show a typical wavefront computation. Each element is computed by averaging its four nearest neighbors. While neither of the loops is parallel in its original form, each array diagonal ("wavefront") can be computed in parallel. The iteration space and dependences are shown in (c), with the dotted lines indicating the wavefronts.

Skewing is performed by simply adding the outer loop index, multiplied by a skew factor $f$, to the bounds of the inner iteration variable, and then subtracting the same quantity from every use of the inner iteration variable inside the loop. The result when $f = 1$ is shown in Figure 9 (b). The transformed code is equivalent to the original, but the effect on the iteration space is to align the diagonal wavefronts of the original loop nest so that for a given value of $j$, all iterations in $i$ can be executed in parallel (d).

The original loop nest can be interchanged but neither loop can be parallelized. The skewed loop nest can be interchanged. After skew and interchange, the loop has dependences ${((1,0),(1,1))}$. The first dependence allows the inner loop to be parallelized because the corresponding dependence distance is 0. The second dependence allows the inner loop to be parallelized because it is a dependence on previous iterations of the outer loop.

Interchanging skewed loops is complicated by the fact that their bounds depend on the iteration variables of the enclosing loops. For two loops with bounds $i=L_I,U_I$ and $j=L_J,U_J$, where $L_J$ and $U_J$ are expressions independent of $i$, the skewed inner loop has bounds $j=f*i+L_J$, $f*i+U_J$.

```latex
\begin{align*}
d & = 1, n-1 \\
& \quad \text{do } j = 2, m-1 \\
& \quad \quad a[i,j] = (a[i-1,j] + a[i,j-1] + a[i+1,j] + a[i,j+1])/4 \\
& \quad \text{end do} \\
& \text{end do} \\
& \text{(a) original code: dependences } \{(1,0),(0,1)\}
\end{align*}
```

```latex
\begin{align*}
d & = 1, n-1 \\
& \quad \text{do } i = 2, i=m-1 \\
& \quad \quad a[i-1,j-i] = (a[i-1,j-i] + a[i,j-i-1] + a[i+1,j-i] + a[i,j-i+1])/4 \\
& \text{end do} \\
& \text{(b) skewed code: dependences } \{(1,1),(0,1)\}
\end{align*}
```

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{subfigure}{0.45\textwidth}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig9a}
\caption{original space}
\end{subfigure}
\begin{subfigure}{0.45\textwidth}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig9b}
\caption{skewed space}
\end{subfigure}
\caption{Loop Skewing}
\end{figure}
do i = 1, n
    do j = 1, n
        a[i,j] = a[i-1, j+1] + 1
    end do
end do
(a) Original loop nest: distance vector (1, -1).
Interchange is not possible.

do i = 1, n
    do j = n, 1, -1
        a[i,j] = a[i-1, j+1] + 1
    end do
end do
(b) Inner loop reversed: direction vector (1, 1).
Loops may be interchanged.

Figure 10: Loop Reversal

After interchange, the bounds are $j = \text{f} \ast \text{LI} + \text{LJ}$, $f \ast \text{UI} + \text{UJ}$ and $i = \max(\text{LI}, [(j+\text{LJ})/f])$, \min(\text{UI}, [(j-LJ)/f])$.

An alternative method for handling wavefront computations is supernode partitioning [Irigoin and Triolet 1988].

6.1.3 Loop Reversal

Reversal changes the direction in which the loop traverses its iteration range [Wedel 1975]. It is often used in conjunction with other loop iteration space reordering transformations because it changes the dependence vectors [Wolfe 1989b].

As an optimization in its own right, reversal can reduce loop overhead by eliminating the need for a compare instruction on architectures without a compound compare and branch (such as the Alpha [Sites 1992]). The loop is reversed so the iteration variable runs down to zero, allowing the loop to end with a branch if not equal to zero instruction (\textbf{BNEZ}).

Reversal can also eliminate the need for temporary arrays in implementing Fortran-90 array statements; this is discussed in more detail in section 6.2.10.

If loop $p$ in a nest of $d$ loops is reversed, then for each dependence vector $V$, the entry $v_p$ is negated. The reversal is legal if each resulting vector $V'$ is lexicographically positive, that is when $v_p = 0$ or $\exists q < p : v_q > 0$.

For instance, the inner loop of a loop nest with dependences $\{(<=), (<>)\}$ can be reversed, because the resulting dependences are all still lexicographically positive.

Figure 10 shows how reversal can enable loop interchange. The original loop nest (a) has the distance vector $(1, -1)$ which prevents interchange because the resulting distance vector $(-1, 1)$ is not lexicographically positive; the reversed loop nest (b) can legally be interchanged.

6.1.4 Loop Blocking

Blocking (also called \textit{tiling}) is used to improve memory locality, primarily the cache [Abu-Sufah et al. 1981; Gannon et al. 1988; Wolfe 1989a; Lam et al. 1991]. However, it can also be used to improve processor, register, TLB, or page locality.

The need for blocking is illustrated by the loop in Figure 11 (a) which assigns $a$ the transpose of $b$. With the $j$ loop innermost, access to $b$ is stride-1, while access to $a$ is stride-$n$. Interchanging does not help, since it makes access to

\begin{verbatim}
do i=1, n
    do j=1, n
        a[i,j] = b[j,i]
    end do
end do
(a) original loop

do TI=1, n, 64
    do TJ=1, n, 64
        do i=TI, min(TI+63, n)
            do j=TJ, min(TJ+63, n)
                a[i,j] = b[j,i]
            end do
        end do
    end do
end do
(b) blocked loop
\end{verbatim}

Figure 11: Loop Blocking
do i = 1, n
1   a[i+k] = b[i]
2   b[i+k] = a[i] + c[i]
end do

(a) Because of the write to a, \( S_1^{(i)} \rightarrow S_2 \); because of the write to b, \( S_2^{(i)} \rightarrow S_1 \)

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{do } & T_I = 1, n, k \\
do all & i = T_I, T_I+k-1 \\
1 & a[i+k] = b[i] \\
2 & b[i+k] = a[i] + c[i] \\
end do & all \\
\end{array}
\]

(b) \( k \) iterations can be performed in parallel because that is the minimum dependence distance.

\[
\begin{array}{ccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

(c) Iteration space when \( n = 6 \) and \( k = 2 \).

Figure 12: Cycle Shrinking

b stride-\( n \). By iterating over a sub-rectangle of the iteration space, every cache line is fully used (b).

The inner two loops of a matrix multiply have this structure; blocking is critical for achieving high performance in dense matrix multiplication.

A pair of adjacent loops can be blocked if they can legally be interchanged. After blocking, the outer pair of loops can be interchanged to improve locality across blocks, and the inner loops can be exchanged to exploit inner-loop parallelism or register locality.

6.1.5 Cycle Shrinking

Cycle shrinking is a transformation which can expose relatively fine-grained parallelism. When a loop has dependences that prevent it from being executed in parallel (that is, converted to a do all), it may still be possible to expose some parallelism if the dependence distance is greater than one. In this case cycle shrinking converts a serial loop into an outer serial loop and an inner parallel loop [Polychronopoulos 1987a].

For instance, in Figure 12 (a), \( a[i+k] \) is written in iteration \( i \) and read in iteration \( i+k \); the dependence distance is \( k \). Consequently the first \( k \) iterations can be performed in parallel provided that none of the subsequent iterations is allowed to begin until the first \( k \) are complete. The same is then done for the next \( k \) iterations, as shown in (b). The iteration space dependences are shown in (c): each group of \( k \) iterations is only dependent on the previous group.

The result is potentially a speedup by a factor of \( k \), but \( k \) is likely to be small (usually 2 or 3), so this optimization is normally only able to expose parallelism that can be exploited at the instruction level. Note that \( k \) must be constant within the loop and must at least be known to be positive at compile time.

6.2 Other Loop Transformations

6.2.1 Strip Mining

Strip mining is a method of adjusting the granularity of an operation, especially a parallelizable operation [Loveman 1977; Abu-Sufah et al. 1981; Allen 1983]. It is most commonly used on vector machines to convert a serial loop into a series of vector operations, each vector comprising a single “strip”.

An example is shown in Figure 13. The strip-mined computation is expressed in array notation, and is equivalent to a do all loop. Cleanup code is needed if the iteration length is not evenly divisible by the strip length. Since it is used to parallelize a loop, strip mining generally requires that the inner loop be parallelizable.

If the inner loop contains more than one statement, loop distribution can be applied to create loops containing single statements (see Section 6.2.8).

In general strip mining allows the compiler to choose the number of independent computations in the innermost loop; this loop is then converted into a single operation, which is often paral-
do i=1, n
   a[i] = a[i] + c
end do

(a) original loop

TN = (n/64)*64
do TI=1, TN, 64
   a[TI:TI+63] = a[TI:TI+63] + c
end do
do i=TN+1, n
   a[i] = a[i] + c
end do

(b) after strip mining

; R9 = address of a[TI]
LV V1, R9 ; V1 ← a[TI:TI+63]
ADDSV V1, P8, V1 ; V1 ← V1 + c (P8=c)
SV V1, R9 ; a[TI:TI+63] ← V1

(c) vector assembly code for the inner do all loop

Figure 13: Strip Mining

Send. Strip mining has been used for vectorization (for instance by the Cray CF77 compiler [Cra 1988]), for SIMD compilation (CM-2 CMF compiler [Bromley et al. 1991]), for combining send operations in a loop on distributed-memory multiprocessors [Hiranandani et al. 1992], and for limiting the size of compiler-generated temporary arrays [Abu-Sufah 1979; Wolfe 1989b].

Loop interchange is often important for strip mining, either to make the inner loop a do all, or to maximize the length of the strip.

6.2.2 Inverse Strip Mining

Strip mining is used to create a larger unit of work out of smaller ones. When it is necessary to decrease the size of the unit of work, inverse strip mining is used.

For instance, on a distributed memory multiprocessor, sending messages that exceed the hardware buffer size may cause the processor to block until the receiving processor acknowledges receipt of the first buffer. In this case, it is desirable to interleave computation between the sending of the buffers, as is shown in Figure 14. This use has been proposed for the Fortran-D compiler [Hiranandani et al. 1991].

6.2.3 Strength Reduction of Induction Variable Expressions

A variable whose value is determined only by the number of iterations of an enclosing loop is called an induction variable. The loop control variable of a do statement is the most common kind of induction variable, but other variables may also be induction variables.

Strength reduction is a standard optimization that replaces an expensive operation with a cheaper one. The most common use of strength reduction, often implemented as a special case, is strength reduction of induction variable expressions [Allen 1969; Cocke and Schwartz 1970; Allen et al. 1981; Aho et al. 1986]. General strength reduction is covered in Section 6.7.1.

Strength reduction can be applied to products involving induction variables by converting them to an equivalent running sum, as shown in Figure 15. This is most important on architectures in which integer multiply operations take more cycles than integer additions (current examples include the SPARC [Sun Microsystems
1991] and the Alpha [Sites 1992]). Strength reduction may also make other optimizations possible, in particular the elimination of induction variables, as is shown in the next section.

6.2.4 Induction Variable Elimination

Once strength reduction has been performed on induction variable expressions, it is often possible to eliminate the original induction variable entirely. This is done by expressing the loop exit test in terms of one of the induction variables and is called linear function test replacement [Allen 1969; Aho et al. 1986].

The replacement not only reduces the number of operations in a loop, but it frees the register used by the induction variable.

Figure 15 (d) shows the result of applying induction variable elimination.

6.2.5 Loop-invariant Code Motion

Code motion is applied to a computation inside a loop whose result does not change between iterations. In this case, the computation is moved outside of the loop [Cocke and Schwartz 1970; Aho et al. 1986].

Code motion can be applied at a high level to expressions in the source code, or at a low level to address computations. The latter is particularly relevant when indexing multi-dimensional arrays or dereferencing pointers, as when the inner loop contains an expression such as \( a.b\rightarrow c.d[i] \). Most commercial compilers do code motion.

Figure 16 (a) shows an example in which an expensive transcendental function call is moved outside of the inner loop. The test in the transformed code (b) ensures that if the loop is never executed, the moved code is not executed either, lest it raise an exception.

The pre-computed value is generally assigned to a register. If registers are scarce (II \( \geq 1 \)) and the expression moved is inexpensive to compute, code motion may actually de-optimize the code, since register spills will be introduced in the loop.

Although code motion is sometimes referred to as code hoisting, hoisting is a more general term which refers to any transformation that

do i = 1, n
    a[i] = a[i] + c
end do

(a) original code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>F4, c(R30) ;load c into F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>R8, n(R30) ;load n into R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>R9, #1 ;set i (R9) to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDI</td>
<td>R12, R30, #a ;R12 = address(a[i])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loop: MULTI R10, R9, #4 ;R10 = i+4
ADDI R10, R12, R10 ;R10 = address(a[i+1])
LF F5, -4(R10) ;load a[i] into F5
ADDF F5, F5, F4 ;a[i] = a[i]+c
SF -4(R10), F5 ;store new a[i]
SLT R11, R9, R8 ;R11 = i<n?
ADDI R9, R9, #1 ;i = i+1
BNEZ R11, Loop ;if i<n, goto Loop

(b) initial compiled loop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>F4, c(R30) ;load c into F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>R8, n(R30) ;load n into R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>R9, #1 ;set i (R9) to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDI</td>
<td>R10, R30, #a ;R10 = address(a[i])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loop: LF F5, (R10) ;load a[i] into F5
ADDF F5, F5, F4 ;a[i] = a[i]+c
SF (R10), F5 ;store new a[i]
ADDI R10, R10, #4 ;R10 = address(a[i+1])
MULTI R8, R8, #4 ;R8 = n+4
ADDI R8, R10, R8 ;R8 = address(a[n+1])

Loop: LF F5, (R10) ;load a[i] into F5
ADDF F5, F5, F4 ;a[i] = a[i]+c
SF (R10), F5 ;store new a[i]
ADDI R10, R10, #4 ;R10 = address(a[i+1])
SLT R11, R10, R8 ;R11 = R10<R8?
BNEZ R11, Loop ;if R11, goto Loop

(c) after strength reduction – R10 is a running sum instead of being recomputed from R9 and R12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>F4, c(R30) ;load c into F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LW</td>
<td>R8, n(R30) ;load n into R8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDI</td>
<td>R10, R30, #a ;R10 = address(a[i])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loop: LF F5, (R10) ;load a[i] into F5
ADDF F5, F5, F4 ;a[i] = a[i]+c
SF (R10), F5 ;store new a[i]
ADDI R10, R10, #4 ;R10 = address(a[i+1])
SLT R11, R10, R8 ;R11 = R10<R8?
BNEZ R11, Loop ;if R11, goto Loop

(d) after elimination of induction variable (R9)

Figure 15: Induction Variable Optimizations
do $i = 1, n$
   $a[i] = a[i] + \sqrt{x}$
end do

(a) original loop

if $(n > 0) \ C = \sqrt{x}$
   do $i = 1, n$
      $a[i] = a[i] + C$
   end do

(b) after code motion

Figure 16: Loop-invariant code motion.

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
do i=2, n-1
   $a[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \ast a[i+1]$
end do
\end{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

(a) original loop

\begin{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
do i=2, n-2, 2
   $a[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \ast a[i+1]$
   $a[i+1] = a[i+1] + a[i] \ast a[i+2]$
end do
\end{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

if $(\text{mod}(n-2,2) = 1)$ then
   $a[n-1] = a[n-1] \ast a[n-2] \ast a[n]$
end if

(b) loop unrolled twice

Figure 17: Loop Unrolling

moves an expression to a point where it is executed earlier [Aho et al. 1986]. The most common use of hoisting is to move loop-invariant expressions, but it can also be particularly useful in optimizing automatically generated programs which tend to have many repeated expressions.

6.2.6 Loop Unrolling

Unrolling replicates the body of a loop some number of times called the unrolling factor $(u)$, and then iterates by step $u$ instead of step 1. This transformation can improve the code by

- reducing loop overhead;
- increasing instruction parallelism; and
- improving register, data cache, or TLB locality.

The benefits of unrolling have been studied on several different architectures [Dongarra and Hind 1979]; it is a fundamental technique for generating the long instruction sequences required by VLIW machines [Ellis 1986].

In Figure 17, we show all three of these improvements in an example. Loop overhead is cut in half because two iterations are performed before the test and branch at the end of the loop. Assuming that array elements are assigned to registers, register locality is improved because $a[i]$ and $a[i+1]$ are used twice in the loop body, reducing the number of loads per iteration from 3 to 2. Instruction parallelism is increased because the second assignment can be performed while the results of the first are being stored and the loop variables are being updated.

If the target machine has double- or multi-word loads, unrolling often allows several loads to be combined into one.

Unrolling has the advantage that it can be applied to any loop, and can be done profitably both at the high and low levels. Some compilers also perform loop re-rolling prior to unrolling because programs often contain loops that were unrolled for a different target architecture.

Unrolling can also be done for outer loops, and then combined with fusion (described in Section 6.2.9) of the $u$ inner loops [Allen and Cocke 1971]. Loop quantization is another approach which allows outer loops to be unrolled without introducing $u$ inner loops [Nicolau 1988].

Figure 18 shows the effects of unrolling in more detail. The original loop (b) takes 6 cycles per result on S-DLX. After unrolling 3 times (c), it takes 8 cycles per iteration or $2\frac{4}{7}$ cycles per result. The original loop stalls for one cycle waiting for the load, and for two cycles waiting for the ADDF to complete. In the unrolled loop some of these cycles are filled.

Most compilers for high-performance machines will unroll at least the innermost loop of a nesting.
do i=1, n
   a[i] = a[i] + c
end do

(a) the initial loop

Cycle
1 LW R8, n(R30) ADDI R10, R30, #a ;load n into R8 ;R10=address(a[1])
2 LF F4, c(R30) ;load c into F4
3 MULTI R8, R8, #4 ;R8=n*4
4 ADDI R8, R10, R8 ;R8=address(a[n+1])
1 L:LF F5, (R10) ADDI R10, R10, #4 ;load a[i] into F5 ;R10=address(a[i+1])
3 ADDF F5, F5, F4 SLT R11, R10, R8 ;a[i]=a[i]+c ;R11= R10<R8?
6 SF -4(R10), F5 BNEZ R11, L ;store new a[i] ;if R11, goto L
(b) the compiled loop body for S-DLX. This is the loop from Fig 15 (d) after instruction scheduling.

1 L:LF F5, (R10) ;load a[i] into F5
2 LF F6, 4(R10) ;load a[i+1] into F6
3 LF F7, 8(R10) ADDF F5, F5, F4 ;load a[i+2] into F8 ;a[i]=a[i]+c
4 ADDI R10,R10,#12 ADDF F6, F6, F4 ;R10=address(a[i+3]) ;a[i+1]=a[i+1]+c
5 SLT R11, R10, R8 ADDF F7, F7, F4 ;R11= R10<R8? ;a[i+2]=a[i+2]+c
6 SF -12(R10),F5 ;store new a[i]
7 SF -8(R10), F6 ;store new a[i+1]
8 SF -4(R10), F7 BNEZ R11, L ;store new a[i+2] ;if R11, goto L
(c) after unrolling 3 times (loop epilogue omitted)

1 LW R8, n(R30) ADDI R10, R30, #a ;load n into R8 ;R10=address(a[1])
2 LF F4, c(R30) SUBI R8, R8, #2 ;load c into F4 ;R8=n-2
3 MULTI R8, R8, #4 ;R8=(n-2)*4
5 ADDI R8, R10, R8 LF F5, (R10) ;R8=address(a[n-1]) ;F5=a[1]
7 ADDF F6, F5, F4 LF F5, 4(R10) ;F6=a[i]+c ;F5=a[2]
1 L:SF (R10), F6 ADDI R10, R10, #4 ;store new a[i] ;R10=address(a[i+1])
2 ADDF F6, F5, F4 SLT R11, R10, R8 ;a[i]=a[i]+c ;R11= R10<R8?
3 LF F5, 4(R10) BNEZ R11, L ;load a[i+2] into F5 ;if R11, goto L
4 [stall]
(d) after software pipelining (loop epilogue omitted)

1 L:SF (R10), F6 ADDF F6, F5, F4 ;store new a[i] ;a[i+2]=a[i+2]+c
2 SF 4(R10), F8 ADDF F8, F7, F4 ;store new a[i+1] ;a[i+3]=a[i+3]+c
3 LF F5, 16(R10) ADDI R10, R10, #8 ;load a[i+4] into F5 ;R10=address(a[i+2])
4 LF F7, 12(R10) SLT R11, R10, R8 ;load a[i+5] into F7 ;R11= R10<R8?
5 BNEZ R11, L ;if R11, goto L
(c) after unrolling 2 times and software pipelining (loop prologue and epilogue omitted)

Figure 18: Increasing instruction parallelism in loops.
6.2.7 Software Pipelining

Another technique to improve instruction parallelism is software pipelining [Lam 1988]. In hardware pipelining, instruction execution is broken into stages, such as Fetch, Execute, and Write-back. The first instruction is fetched in the first clock cycle. In the next cycle, the second instruction is fetched while the first is executed, and so on. Once the pipeline has been filled, the machine will complete 1 instruction per cycle.

In software pipelining, the operations of a single loop iteration are broken into $s$ stages, and a single iteration performs stage 1 from iteration 1, stage 2 from iteration 1-1, etc. Startup code must be generated before the loop to initialize the pipeline for the first $s - 1$ iterations and cleanup code must be generated after the loop to drain the pipeline for the last $s - 1$ iterations.

Figure 18 (d) shows how software pipelining improves the performance of a simple loop. The depth of the pipeline is $s = 3$. Figure 19 illustrates the difference between unrolling and software pipelining: unrolling reduces overhead, while pipelining reduces the startup cost of each iteration.

Finally, Figure 18 (e) shows the result of combining software pipelining ($s = 3$) with unrolling ($u = 2$). The loop takes 5 cycles per iteration, or $2\frac{1}{3}$ cycles per result. Unrolling alone achieves $2\frac{2}{3}$ cycles per result. If software pipelining is combined with unrolling by $u = 3$, the resulting loop would take 6 cycles per iteration or two cycles per result, which is the best that can be done because only one memory operation can be initiated per cycle.

Perfect Pipelining combines unrolling by loop quantization with software pipelining [Aiken and Nicolau 1988a; Aiken and Nicolau 1988b]. A special case of software pipelining is *predictive commencing*, which is applied to memory operations. If an array element written in iteration $i - 1$ is read in iteration $i$, then the first element is loaded outside of the loop and from then on there is one load and one store per iteration. This is done by the RS/6000 XL C/Fortran compiler [O’Brien et al. 1990].

If there are no loop-carried dependences, the length of the pipeline is the length of the dependence chain. If there are multiple, independent dependence chains they can be scheduled together subject to resource availability, or loop distribution can be applied to put each chain into its own loop (see the following section). The scheduling constraints in the presence of loop-carried dependences and conditionals are more complex; the details are discussed in [Aiken and Nicolau 1988a; Lam 1988].

6.2.8 Loop Distribution

Distribution (also called *loop fission* or *loop splitting*) breaks a single loop into multiple loops with the same iteration space but each enclosing only a subset of the statements of the original loop [Muraoka 1971; Kuck 1977; Kuck et al. 1981].

Distribution is used to

- create perfect loop nests;
- create sub-loops with fewer dependences;
- improve instruction cache and instruction TLB locality due to shorter loop bodies;
- reduce memory requirements by iterating over fewer arrays; and
- increase register re-use by decreasing register pressure;

Figure 20 is an example in which distribution removes dependences and allows part of a loop to be run in parallel.
do i=1, n
  a[i] = a[i]+c
  x[i+1] = x[i]*7 + x[i+1] + a[i]
end do
  (a) original loop

do all i=1, n
  a[i] = a[i]+c
end do all
do i=1, n
  x[i+1] = x[i]*7 + x[i+1] + a[i]
end do
  (b) after loop distribution

Figure 20: Loop Distribution

Distribution may be applied to any loop, but all statements belonging to a dependence cycle (called a π-block [Kuck 1977]) must be placed in the same loop, and if \( S_1 \Rightarrow S_2 \) in the original loop, then the loop containing \( S_1 \) must precede the loop that contains \( S_2 \). If the loop contains control flow, applying if-conversion (see Section 5.2) can expose greater opportunities for distribution. An alternative is to use a control-dependence graph [Kennedy and McKinley 1990].

A specialized version of this transformation is distribution by name, originally called horizontal distribution of name partition [Abu-Sufah et al. 1981]. Rather than performing full dependence analysis on the loop, the statements are partitioned into sets that reference mutually exclusive variables. These statements are guaranteed to be independent.

When the arrays in question are large, fission by name can increase cache locality. Note that the above loop can not be distributed using fission by name, since both statements reference \( a \).

6.2.9 Loop Fusion

The inverse transformation of distribution is fusion (also called jamming) [Ershov 1966]. It can improve performance by

Figure 21: Two loops containing \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) can not be fused when \( S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 \) in the fused loop

- reducing loop overhead;
- increasing instruction parallelism;
- improving register, vector [Wolfe 1989b], data cache, TLB, or page [Abu-Sufah 1979] locality; and
- improving the load balance of parallel loops.

In the previous section distribution has enabled parallelization of part of the loop. However, fusing the two loops back together will improve register and cache locality since \( a[i] \) need only be loaded once; it will increase instruction parallelism by increasing the ratio of floating point operations to integer operations in the loop; and it will reduce loop overhead by a factor of two. With large \( n \), the distributed loop will run fastest on a vector machine, and the fused loop will run fastest on a superscalar machine.

To fuse two loops, they must have the same loop bounds; when the bounds are not identical, it is sometimes possible to make them identical by peeling (described in Section 6.2.15) or by introducing conditional expressions into the body of the loop. Two loops with the same bounds may be fused if there does not exist statement \( S_1 \) in the first loop and \( S_2 \) in the second such that they have a dependence \( S_2 \Rightarrow S_1 \). The reason this would be incorrect is that before fusing, all instances of \( S_1 \) execute before any \( S_2 \). After fusing, corresponding instances are executed together. If any instance of \( S_1 \) has a dependence on (i.e. must be executed after) any subsequent instance of \( S_2 \), the fusion illegally alters execution order, as shown in Figure 21.
6.2.10 Array Statement Scalarization

When a loop is expressed in array notation, the compiler can either convert it into vector operations or scalarize it into one or more serial loops [Wolfe 1989b]. However, the conversion is not completely straightforward because array notation implies that every operation is performed concurrently.

The example in Figure 22 shows a computation in array notation (a), its obvious (and incorrect) conversion to serial form (b), and a correct conversion (c). The reason that (b) is not correct is that in the original code, every element of \( a \) is to be incremented by the value of the previous element. This is to happen simultaneously; in the incorrect version (b), each element is incremented by the updated value of the previous element.

The general solution is to introduce a temporary array \( T \) and to have a separate loop that writes the values back into \( a \), as shown in (c). The temporary array can then be eliminated if the two loops can be legally fused, namely when there is no anti-dependence \( S_2 \rightarrow S_1 \) in the fused loop, where \( S_1 \) is the assignment to the temporary and \( S_2 \) is the assignment to the original array. Note that flow and output dependences cannot arise from array language statements.

In this case there is an anti-dependence, but it can be removed by reversing the loops, enabling fusion and eliminating the temporary, as shown in (d). However, the array language statement in (e) requires a temporary since an anti-dependence exists regardless of the direction of the loop.

6.2.11 Loop Coalescing

Coalescing combines a loop nest into a single loop, with the original indices computed from the resulting single induction variable [Polychronopoulos 1987b; Polychronopoulos 1988]. This can improve the scheduling of the loop on a parallel machine, and may also reduce loop overhead.

For example, if \( n \) and \( m \) are slightly larger than the number of processors \( P \), then neither of the loops schedules well as the outer parallel loop,

\[
\]

(a) initial array language expression

\[
do \ i = 2, n-1 \\
a[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \\
end do
\]

(b) incorrect scalarization

\[
do \ i = 2, n-1 \\
1 \ T[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \\
end do \\
do \ i = 2, n-1 \\
2 \ a[i] = T[i] \\
end do
\]

(c) correct scalarization

\[
do \ i = n-1, 2, -1 \\
a[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \\
end do
\]

(d) reversing both loops allows fusion and eliminates need for temporary array \( T \)

\[
\]

(e) array expression requiring a temporary

**Figure 22:** Array Statement Scalarization
do i=1, n
    do j=1, m
        a[i,j] = a[i,j] + c
    end do
end do

(a) original loop

(b) coalesced loop

real TA[n*m]
equivalence (TA,a)
do all T=1, n*m
    TA[T] = TA[T] + c
end do all

(c) collapsed loop

Figure 23: Loop Coalescing versus Collapsing

Collapsing is used not only to increase the number of parallelizable loop iterations, but also to increase vector lengths and to eliminate the overhead of a nested loop (also called the Carry optimization [Allen and Cocke 1971; IBM 1991]).

The collapsed version of the loop discussed in the previous section is shown in Figure 23 (c).

Collapsing is best suited to loop nests that iterate over memory with a constant stride. When more complex indexing is involved, coalescing may be a better approach.

6.2.13 Loop Unswitching

Loop unswitching is applied when a loop contains a conditional with a loop-invariant test condition. The loop is then replicated inside each branch of the conditional, saving the overhead of conditional branching inside the loop, reducing the code size of the loop body, and possibly enabling the parallelization of a branch of the conditional [Allen and Cocke 1971].

Conditionals that are candidates for unswitching can be detected during code motion, which identifies loop-invariant values.

In Figure 24 the variable x is loop invariant, allowing the loop to be unswitched and the true branch to be executed in parallel, as shown in Figure 24. Note that as with loop-invariant code motion, if there is any chance that the condition evaluation will cause an exception, it must be guarded by a test that the loop will be executed.

In a loop nest where the inner loop has unknown bounds, if code is generated straightforwardly there will be a test before the body of the inner loop to determine if it should be executed at all. The test for the inner loop will be repeated every time the outer loop is executed. If the intermediate representation of the program is sufficiently detailed to reveal this, then unswitching can be performed to move this test outside of the outer loop. The RS/6000 XL C/Fortran compiler implements unswitching for this reason [O’Brien et al. 1990].
do i=2, n
   a[i] = a[i] + c
if (x < 7) then
   b[i] = a[i] * c[i]
else
   b[i] = a[i-1] * b[i-1]
end if
do end
(a) original loop

if (n > 0) then
   if (x < 7) then
      do all i=2, n
         a[i] = a[i] + c
         b[i] = a[i] * c[i]
      end do all
   else
      do i=2, n
         a[i] = a[i] + c
         b[i] = a[i-1] * b[i-1]
      end do
   end if
end if
(b) after unswitching

Figure 24: Loop Unswitching

6.2.14 Loop Pushing

Pushing moves a loop nest from the caller to a cloned version of the called procedure. Very few commercial compilers perform vectorization or parallelization across procedure calls directly; this transformation is a way of achieving a similar effect, although it is less general.

Pushing is done by the CMAX Fortran preprocessor for the Thinking Machines CM-5. CMAX converts Fortran-77 programs to Fortran-90, attempting to discover data-parallel operations in the process [Sabot and Wholey 1993].

Pushing not only allows the parallelization of the loop in Figure 25, it also eliminates the overhead of all but one of the procedure calls.

If there are other statements in the loop, distribution is a prerequisite to pushing. In this case, however, the dependence analysis for distribution must be inter-procedural. If there are no other statements in the loop, the transformation is always legal.

Procedure inlining (see Section 6.6.6) is a different way of achieving a very similar effect, and does not require interprocedural analysis.

6.2.15 Loop Peeling

Peeling has two uses: to remove dependences created by the first or last few loop iterations, thereby enabling parallelization, and to match the iteration control of adjacent loops to enable fusion.

The loop in Figure 26 (a) is not parallelizable because of a flow dependence between iteration i = 2 and iterations i = 3 ... n. Peeling off the first iteration allows the rest of the loop to be parallelized and fused with the following loop (b).

Since peeling simply breaks a loop into sections without changing the iteration order, it can be applied to any loop.
do i = 2, n  
  b[i] = b[i] + b[2]  
end do  

do all i = 3, n  
  a[i] = a[i] + c  
end do all  

(a) original loops

if (2 <= n) then  
end if  

do all i=3, n  
  b[i] = b[i] + b[2]  
  a[i] = a[i] + c  
end do all  

(b) after peeling one iteration from first loop  
and fusing the resulting loops

Figure 26: Loop Peeling

6.2.16 Loop Normalization

Normalization converts all loops so that the  
induction variable is initially 1 (or 0), and is  
incremented by 1 on each iteration [Allen and  
Kennedy 1987]. This transformation can expose  
opportunities for fusion and simplify inter-loop  
dependence analysis, as shown in Figure 27. It  
can also help to reveal which loops are candi-  
dates for peeling followed by fusion.

The most important use of normalization,  
however, is to permit the compiler to apply sub-  
script analysis tests, most of which work with  
normalized iteration ranges.

6.2.17 Reduction Recognition

A reduction is an operation that computes a  
scalar value from an array. Common reductions  
include computing either the sum or the maxi-  
mum value of the elements in an array. In Fig-  
ure 28 (a), the sum of the elements of a are  
accumulated in the scalar s. The dependence  
vector for the loop is (1), or (>). While a loop  
with direction vector (<) must normally be ex-  
ecuted serially, reductions can be parallelized if  
the operation performed is associative. Com-  
mutativity provides additional opportunities for  
reordering.

When the compiler transforms code under the  
assumption that addition is an associative and  
commutative operation, the reordered program  
will not necessarily yield exactly the same result.  
Provided that bit-wise identical results are not  
required, the partial sums can be computed in  
parallel. In Figure 28 (b), the reduction has been  
vectorized by using vector adds (the inner do all  
loop) to compute TS; the final result is computed  
from TS using a scalar loop.

For semi-commutative and semi-associative  
operators like floating point multiplication, the  
validity of the transformation depends upon the  
language semantics and the programmer’s intent  
(see Section 2.1).

The maximum parallelism can be achieved by  
computing the reduction with a tree: pairs of el-  
ements are summed, then pairs of these results  
are summed, and so on. This reduces the num-  er of serial steps from O(n) to O(log n).

Operations such as and, or, min, and max  
are truly associative and their reduction can be  
parallelized under all circumstances.
do i = 1, n
    s = s + a[i]
end do

(a) a sum reduction loop

real TS[64]
TS[1:64] = 0.0

do TI = 1, n, 64
    TS[1:64] = TS[1:64] + a[TI:TI+63]
end do

(b) loop transformed for vectorization

Figure 28: Reduction Recognition

6.2.18 Loop Idiom Recognition

Parallel architectures often provide specialized hardware that the compiler can take advantage of. For example, SIMD machines frequently support reduction directly in the processor interconnection network. Some parallel machines, such as the Connection Machine [Thi 1989], include hardware not only for reduction but for parallel prefix operations, allowing a loop of the form

\[ a[i] = a[i] + a[i-1] \]


Other idioms that are specially supported by hardware or software can be recognized and converted by the compiler. For instance, the CMAX Fortran preprocessor converts loops implementing vector and matrix operations into calls to assembly-coded BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) [Sabot and Wholey 1993], and the VAX Fortran compiler converts string copy loops into block transfer instructions [Harris and Hobbs to appear].

do i = 1, n/2
    a[i+1] = a[i+1] + a[i]
end do

do i = 1, n-3
    b[i+1] = b[i+1] + b[i] + a[i+3]
end do

(a) original loops

do i = 1, n/2
    COBEGIN
        a[i+1] = a[i+1] + a[i]
        if (i > 3) then
            b[i-2] = b[i-2] + b[i-3] + a[i]
        end if
    COEND
end do

do i = n/2-3, n-3
    b[i+1] = b[i+1] + b[i] + a[i+3]
end do

(b) after spreading

Figure 29: Loop Spreading

6.2.19 Loop Spreading

Spreading takes two serial loops and moves some of the computation from the second to the first so that the bodies of both loops can be executed in parallel [Girkar and Polychronopoulos 1988a]. While similar to loop fusion in combining the bodies of two loops, in a fused loop there may be dependences between the original loop bodies within an iteration, which would prevent the two loop bodies from being executed in parallel.

An example is shown in Figure 29: the two loops in the original program (a) cannot be fused because they have different bounds and there would be a dependence \( S_2 \rightarrow i \rightarrow S_1 \) in the fused loop due to the write to \( a \) in \( S_1 \) and the read of \( a \) in \( S_2 \). By executing the statement \( S_2 \) three iterations later within the new loop, it is possible to execute the two statements in parallel, which we have indicated textually with the \( \text{COBEGIN/COEND} \) compound statement (b).

The number of iterations by which the body of
the second loop must be delayed is the maximum
dependence distance between any statement in
the second loop and any statement in the first
loop, plus 1. Adding one ensures that there are
no dependences within an iteration. For this rea-
son, there must not be any scalar dependences
between the two loop bodies.

Unless the loop bodies are large, spreading
is primarily beneficial for exposing instruc-
tion-level parallelism. Depending on the amount
of instruction parallelism achieved, the introduc-
tion of a conditional may negate the gain due to
spreading. The conditional can be removed by
peeling the first few (in this case 3) iterations
off the first loop, but this introduces more loop
overhead.

6.2.20 Flattening
Flattening is a load-balancing transformation
for SIMD machines. An array may be allocated
to the processors in such a way that each pro-
cessor has approximately the same number of
elements, but there is a significant variation in
the number of elements in each row (or whatever
dimension is stored entirely locally). Flattening
checks after each iteration whether the end of
the local row has been reached, and advances
the row index if necessary [von Hanxleden and
Kennedy 1992].

6.3 Memory Access Transformations
High-performance applications are as frequently
memory-limited as they are compute-limited. In
fact, for the last fifteen years CPU speeds have
doubled every three to five years, while DRAM
speeds have doubled in speed about once ev-
every decade (DRAMs, or Dynamic Random Ac-
cess Memory chips, are the low-cost, low-power
memory chips used for main memory in most
computers).

As a result, optimization of the use of the
memory system has become steadily more im-
portant. Factors affecting memory performance
include:

- Re-use, denoted by \( Q \), the ratio of use of an
  item to the number of times it is loaded (see
  Section 3). This may be applied to any el-
  ement of the memory hierarchy: scalar reg-
  ister, vector registers, cache lines, etc.;

- Parallelism. Vector machines often divide
  memory into banks, allowing vector regis-
  ters to be loaded in a parallel or pipelined
  fashion. Superscalar machines often sup-
  port double- or quad-word load and store
  instructions;

- Working Set Size. If all of the memory ele-
  ments accessed inside of a loop do not fit in
  the data cache, then items that will be ac-
  cessed in later iterations may be flushed, de-
  creasing \( Q \). If more variables are simultan-
  eously live than there are available registers
  (that is, the register pressure \( \Pi > 1 \)), then
  loads and stores will have to spill values into
  memory, decreasing \( Q \). If more pages are
  accessed in a loop than there are entries in
  the TLB, then the TLB will thrash.

- Page Locality. DRAMs often support
  “page-mode” access: a consecutive memory
  access to the same page allows much of the
  address decode logic to be by-passed, lead-
  ing to a 3 or 4 times faster access (currently,
  20 ns instead of 70 ns).

Since the registers are the top of the mem-
ory hierarchy, efficient register usage is abso-
lutely crucial to high performance. Until the
late seventies, register allocation was considered
the single most important problem in compiler
optimization for which there was no adequate
solution. The introduction of techniques based
on graph-coloring [Chaitin et al. 1981; Chaitin
1982; Chow and Hennessy 1990] yielded very ef-
icient global (within a procedure) register allo-
cation. Most compilers make use of some variant
of graph coloring in their register allocator.

Optimizations covered in other sections that
also can improve memory system performance
are loop interchange (6.1.1), loop blocking
(6.1.4), loop unrolling (6.2.6), loop fusion
(6.2.9), and various optimizations which elimi-
nate register saves at procedure calls (6.6).
real a[8,512]

    do i=1, 8
        a[i,1] = a[i,1] + c
    end do

Figure 30: Memory Alignment. If a is aligned on a cache-line boundary, the loop takes 64 cycles to execute on S-DLX; if not, it takes 80 cycles.

6.3.1 Memory Alignment

Aligning an array on cache line or page boundaries reduces the number of cache lines or TLB entries used for the array. This both increases $Q$ and reduces the chance that the cache or TLB will thrash.

For example, each column of array $a$ in Figure 30 has 8 elements, consuming 64 bytes — exactly one cache line. If the array is aligned on a 64-byte boundary, the loop over the first column will incur one cache miss instead of two. If the loop is compiled for S-DLX as in Figure 18 (b) on page 22, it will take 6 cycles per element, or 48 cycles for the entire loop, plus the cache miss costs. A cache miss costs 16 cycles, so if $a$ is aligned there is one cache miss and the loop takes 64 cycles, but if it is not aligned there are two cache misses and the loop takes 80 cycles, or 25% more time.

6.3.2 Array Padding

It is often desirable to have every column of an array be cache-aligned; in this case the compiler can increase the size of the columns so that once the array itself is aligned, every column begins on a cache line boundary.

Padding is especially important for vector machines with banked memory, such as the Cray and our hypothetical DLX-V. If indexing through an array dimension that is not laid out contiguously in memory, memory may be accessed with a stride that is an exact multiple of the number of banks. The bandwidth of the memory system will be reduced by a factor of 8 because all memory accesses are to the same bank.

In general, if an array will be accessed with stride $n$, the array should be padded by the smallest $p$ such that gcd($n+p$, banks) = 1. This will ensure that banks successive stride $n+p$ accesses will all access different banks. An example is shown in Figure 31: the original loop accesses memory with stride 8, so all memory references will be to the first bank (a). After padding successive iterations access memory with stride 9, so they go to successive banks (b).

A similar effect can occur in cache-based machines when the stride is a high power of two. This can cause successively accessed elements to map into the same cache line set because the low bits of the address are identical. This would reduce the effective cache size of S-DLX to 4 lines (since the cache is 4-way set-associative).

The disadvantages of padding are that it increases memory consumption and makes the subscript calculations for operations over the whole array more complex, since the array has “holes”. In particular, it reduces the benefits of loop collapsing (see Section 6.2.12).

6.3.3 Code Co-location

Code co-location is an optimization which improves instruction cache utilization by placing
the most frequent successor to a basic block (or the most frequent callee of a procedure) immediately adjacent to it in instruction memory [Pettis and Hansen 1990; Hwu and Chang 1989].

An estimate is made of the frequency with which each arc in the control flow graph will be traversed during program execution (using either profiling information or static estimates). Procedures are grouped together using a greedy algorithm that always takes the pair of procedures (or procedure groups) with the largest number of calls between them.

Within a procedure, basic blocks can be grouped in the same way (although the direction of the control flow must be taken into account), or a top-down algorithm can be used which starts from the procedure entry node. Basic blocks with a frequency estimate of zero can be moved to a separate page to further increase locality. However, this may require long displacement jumps to be introduced (see the next subsection), creating the potential for performance loss if the basic blocks in question are actually executed.

Inlining can also affect code locality, and has been studied both in conjunction with [Hwu and Chang 1989] and independent of code positioning [McFarling 1991]. Inlining often improves performance by reducing overhead and increasing locality, but if a procedure is called more than once in a loop inlining will increase the number of cache misses because the procedure body will be loaded more than once.

6.3.4 Displacement Minimization

The target of a branch or a jump is usually specified relative to the current value of the program counter (PC). The largest offset that can be specified varies among architectures; it can be as little as 8 bits. If control is transferred to a location outside of the range of the offset, a multi-instruction sequence is required to synthesize the jump. For instance, on S-DLX

\[ \text{BEQZ R4, error} \]

if \text{error} is more than \(2^{15}\) bytes away, the instruction must be replaced with:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{BNEZ R4, cont} \\
\text{LI R8, error ; get low bits} \\
\text{LUI R8, error>>16 ; get hi bits} \\
\text{JR R8 ; jump to target}
\end{align*} \]

This sequence requires three extra instructions but no memory reference. Given the cost of long-displacement jumps, the code should be organized to keep related sections close together in memory, in particular those sections referred to by the code which is executed most frequently [Szymanski 1978].

Displacement minimization can also be applied to data. For instance, a base register may be allocated for a Fortran common block or group of blocks:

\[ \text{common /foo/ q, r, a[20000], y, z} \]

Common block \text{foo} is larger than the amount of memory indexable by the offset field in the load instruction (\(2^{16}\) bytes on S-DLX). To address \(y\) and \(z\), multiple instruction sequences must be used in a manner analogous to the long jump sequences above. This can be avoided by laying out \text{foo} as

\[ \text{common /foo/ q, r, y, z, a[20000]} \]

6.3.5 Scalar Expansion

Loops often contain variables that are used as temporaries within the loop body. Such variables will create an anti-dependence \(S_2 \leftarrow S_1\) from one iteration to the next, and will have no other loop-carried dependencies. By allocating one temporary for each iteration, the dependence is removed, making the loop a candidate for parallelization [Padua et al. 1980; Wolfe 1989b], as shown in Figure 32. If the final value of \(c\) is used after the loop, \(c\) must be assigned the value of \(T[n]\).

Scalar expansion is a fundamental technique for vectorizing compilers, and was performed by the Burroughs Scientific Processor and the Cray-1 compilers.

If the compiler vectorizes or parallelizes a loop, scalar expansion must be performed for any compiler-generated temporaries in a loop.
do i=1, n
    c = b[i]
    a[i] = a[i] + c
end do

(a) original loop

real T[n]

do all i=1, n
    T[i] = b[i]
    a[i] = a[i] + T[i]
end do

(b) after scalar expansion

Figure 32: Scalar Expansion

Some languages and dialects allow variables to be declared whose scope is only the loop body, thereby allowing the programmer to declare variables for scalar expansion explicitly.

Scalar expansion can also increase instruction-level parallelism by removing dependences.

6.3.6 Array Expansion

An extension of scalar expansion is array expansion [Feautrier 1988]. The array is expanded by adding an additional dimension to it.

6.3.7 Array Contraction

After transformation of a loop nest, it may be possible to contract scalars or arrays that have previously been expanded. It may also be possible to contract other arrays due to interchange or the use of redundant storage allocation by the programmer [Wolfe 1989b].

If the iteration variable of a loop $p$ is being used to index the $k^{th}$ dimension of an array $x$, then dimension $k$ may be removed from $x$ if (1) loop $p$ is not parallel, (2) all dependences $V$ involving $x$ have $V_p = 0$, and (3) $x$ is not used subsequently (that is, $x$ is dead after the loop). The latter two conditions are true for compiler-expanded variables unless the loop structure of the program was changed after expansion. In particular, loop distribution can inhibit array contraction by causing the second condition to be violated.

Contraction reduces the amount of storage consumed by compiler-generated temporaries, as well as reducing the number of cache lines referenced. Other methods for reducing storage consumption by temporaries are strip mining (see Section 6.2.1) and dynamic allocation of temporaries, either from the heap or from a static block of memory reserved for temporaries.

6.3.8 Scalar Replacement

Even when it is not possible to contract an array into a scalar, a similar optimization can be performed when a frequently referenced array element is invariant within the innermost loop or loops. In this case, the array element can be loaded into a scalar (and presumably therefore a register) before the inner loop and, if it is modified, stored after the inner loop.

This multiplies $Q$ for the scalar-replaced array element by the number of iterations in the inner loop(s). It can also eliminate unneces-
do i = 1,n  
do j = 1,n  
total[i] = total[i] + a[i,j]  
end do  
end do  
(a) original loop nest

do i = 1,n  
T = total[i]  
do j = 1,n  
T = T + a[i,j]  
end do  
total[i] = T  
end do  
(b) after scalar replacement

Figure 34: Scalar Replacement

Figure 35: Constant Propagation

sary subscript calculations, although this is often done by loop-invariant code motion (see Section 6.2.5). Loop interchange can be used to enable or improve scalar replacement, but other effects must be taken into consideration.

An example of scalar replacement is shown in Figure 34; for a discussion of its interactions with loop interchange, see Section 6.1.1.

6.4 Partial Evaluation

Partial evaluation refers to the general technique of performing part of a computation at compile time. Most of the classical dataflow analysis-based optimizations are either forms of partial evaluation or of redundancy elimination (described in Section 6.5).

6.4.1 Constant Propagation

Constant propagation [Kildall 1973; Wegman and Zadeck 1991; Callahan et al. 1986] is one of the most important optimizations that a compiler can perform and any optimizing compiler will do so aggressively. Programs typically contain many constants; by propagating them through the program, the compiler can do a significant amount of pre-computation. More importantly, the propagation reveals many opportunities for other optimizations. In addition to obvious possibilities like dead code elimination, loop optimizations are much affected because constants often appear in their induction ranges. Knowing the range of the loop, the compiler can much more accurately perform the loop optimizations which more than anything else determine performance on high-speed architectures.

Figure 35 shows a simple example of propagation. On DLX-V, the resulting loop can be converted into a single vector operation because the loop is the same length as the hardware vector registers. The original loop would have to be strip-mined before vectorization (see Section 6.2.1), increasing the overhead of the loop.

6.4.2 Constant Folding

Constant folding is a companion to constant propagation; when an expression contains a computation on constants, that computation is performed at compile time. For example, \( x = 3.1**2 \) becomes \( x = 9.61 \). Typically constants are propagated and folded simultaneously [Aho et al. 1986].

6.4.3 Copy Propagation

Optimizations such as induction variable elimination (6.2.4) and common subexpression elimination (6.5.4) may cause the same value to be copied several times. Copy propagation propagates the original name of the value and elimi-
\begin{verbatim}
t = i*4
s = t
print *, a[s]
r = t
a[r] = a[r] + c
(a) original code

\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
t = i*4
print *, a[t]
a[t] = a[t] + c
(b) after copy propagation
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Figure 36:} Copy Propagation

\begin{verbatim}
np1 = n+1
do i = 1, n
  a[np1] = a[np1] + a[i]
end do
(a) original code

\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
do all i = 1, n
  a[n+1] = a[n+1] + a[i]
end do all
(b) after forward substitution
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Figure 37:} Statement Substitution

cient subscript analysis techniques to work, the array subscripts must be linear functions of the induction variables.

\subsection{6.4.5 Reassociation}

Reassociation is a technique for increasing the number of common subexpressions in a program \cite{Cocke80,Markstein83}. It is generally applied to address calculations within loops when performing strength reduction on induction variable expressions (see Section 6.2.3). Address calculations generated by array references consist of several multiplications and additions. Reassociation applies the associative, commutative, and distributive laws to rewrite these expressions in a canonical sum-of-products form.

Statement substitution is usually performed where possible in the address calculations to increase the number of potential common subexpressions.

\subsection{6.4.6 Algebraic Simplification}

The compiler can simplify arithmetic expressions by applying algebraic rules to them. A particularly useful example is the set of algebraic identities. For instance, the statement $x = (y*1+0)/1$ can be transformed into $x = y$. Figure 38 illustrates some of the commonly applied rules.

While identity operations are generally guaranteed to leave their operands unchanged, other
\[ \begin{align*}
  x \times 0 & = 0 \\
  0 / x & = 0 \\
  x \times 1 & = x \\
  x + 0 & = x \\
  x / 1 & = x
\end{align*} \]

**Figure 38:** Some algebraic identities used in expression simplification

simplifications can change the results of the expression as discussed in Section 2.1.

### 6.4.7 Function Cloning

When some of the arguments to a function are constants, the function can be cloned, with the parameters replaced by their constant values. Constant propagation can then be used to expose other optimizations, such as algebraic simplification, dead code elimination (6.5.1), and strength reduction (6.7.1).

In Figure 39 cloning procedure \( f \) with \( p \) replaced by the constant 2 allows reduction in strength. The real-valued exponentiation is replaced by a multiplication, which is usually at least 10 times faster.

### 6.4.8 I/O Format Compilation

Fortran provides complex format specification for character output that is in effect a formatting sublanguage. `format` statements are generally “interpreted” at run-time, with a correspondingly high cost for character I/O.

The same issue arises with C’s `printf` and `scanf` functions, although it is complicated by the fact that they are library functions and may be redefined by the programmer.

Formatted writes can be converted almost directly into calls to the run-time routines that implement the various format styles. These calls are then likely candidates for inline substitution. Figure 40 shows two I/O statements and their compiled equivalents. The conversion of the implied do loop into an aggregate operation is actually a separate optimization which essentially performs strip mining of input/output operations.

call \( f(a, n, 2) \)

call \( F_2(a, n) \)

procedure \( f(x, n, p) \)

procedure \( F_2(x, n) \)

real \( x[*] \)

real \( x[*] \)

integer \( n, p \)

integer \( n \)

do \( i = 1, n \)

d \( i = 1, n \)

\( x[i] = x[i]*p \)

\( x[i] = x[i]*x[i] \)

end do

end do

(a) original code

(b) after cloning

**Figure 39:** Function Cloning

Format compilation is done by the VAX Fortran compiler [Harris and Hobbs to appear] and by the Gnu C compiler [Fre 1992].

Note that in Fortran, a `format` statement is essentially a procedure definition, which may be invoked by any number of `read` or `write` statements. The same trade-off as with procedure inlining applies: the formatted I/O can be expanded inline for higher efficiency, or encapsulated as a procedure for code compactness.

### 6.5 Redundancy Elimination

There are a variety of optimizations which improve performance by identifying redundant computations and removing them [Morel and Renvoize 1979]. We have already covered one such transformation, loop-invariant code motion, in Section 6.2.5. There a computation was being performed many times when it could be done once.

Redundancy-eliminating transformations remove two kinds of computations: those that are
write(6,100) c[i]
read(7,100) (d(j), j=1,100)
100 format(A1)
   (a) original code
   call putchar(c[i], 6)
call fgets(d,100,7)
subcaption(b) after format compilation

Figure 40: Format Compilation

unreachable and those that are useless. A computation is unreachable if it is never executed; removing it from the program will have no effect on the instructions executed. Unreachable code is sometimes created by programmers (most frequently with conditional debugging code), but more often by previous transformations that left “orphan” code behind.

A computation is useless if none of the outputs of the program are dependent on it.

6.5.1 Unreachable Code Elimination

Most compilers perform unreachable code elimination [Allen and Cocke 1971; Aho et al. 1986]. In structured programs, there are two primary ways for code to become unreachable. If a conditional predicate is known to be true or false, one branch of the conditional is never taken and its code can be eliminated. The other common source of unreachable code is a loop that does not perform any iterations.

In an unstructured program that relies on goto statements to transfer control, unreachable code is not obvious from the program structure but can be found by traversing the control flow graph of the program.

Both unreachable and useless code are often created by constant propagation, described in Section 6.4.1. In Figure 41 (a), the variable debug is a constant. When its value is propagated, the conditional expression becomes if (0 > 1); this expression is always false, so the body of the conditional is never executed and can be eliminated, as shown in (b). Similarly, the body of the do loop is never executed and is therefore removed.

Unreachable code elimination can in turn allow another iteration of constant propagation to discover more constants; for this reason some compilers perform constant propagation more than once.

Unreachable code is also known as dead code but that name is also applied to useless code, so we have chosen to use the more specific term.

Sometimes considered as a separate step is redundant control elimination, which removes control constructs like loops and conditionals when they become redundant (usually as a result of constant propagation). In Figure 41 (b), the loop and conditional control expressions are not used and we can remove them from the program, as shown in (c).

6.5.2 Useless Code Elimination

Useless code is often created by other optimizations, like unreachable code elimination. When the compiler discovers that the value being computed by a statement is not necessary, it can remove the code. This can be done for any non-global variable that is not live immediately after the defining statement. Live variable analysis is a well-known dataflow problem [Aho et al. 1986]. In Figure 41 (c), the values computed by the assignment statements are no longer used. They have been eliminated in (d).

6.5.3 Dead Variable Elimination

After a series of transformations, particularly loop optimizations, there are often variables whose value is never used. The unnecessary variables are called dead variables; eliminating them is a common optimization [Aho et al. 1986].

In Figure 41 (d), the variables c, n, and debug are no longer used and can be removed; (e) shows the code after the variables are pruned.

6.5.4 Common Subexpression Elimination

In many cases, a set of computations will contain identical sub-expressions. This is true both of user code and of address computations generated by the compiler. The compiler can store the value of the sub-expression rather than re-
integer c, n, debug
d debug = 0
n = 0
a = b+7
if (debug > 1) then
  c = a + b + d
  print *, 'Warning -- total is ', c
end if
call foo(a)
do i = 1, n
  a[i] = a[i] + c
end do
(a) original code

integer c, n, debug
d debug = 0
n = 0
a = b+7
if (0 > 1) then
end if
call foo(a)
do i = 1, 0
end do
(b) after constant propagation and unreachable code elimination

integer c, n, debug
call foo(a)
(c) after redundant control elimination

integer c, n, debug
a = b+7
call foo(a)
(d) after useless code elimination

a = b+7
call foo(a)
(e) after dead variable elimination

Figure 41: Redundant Code and Variable Elimination

computing it [Cocke 1970; Aho et al. 1977; Aho et al. 1986]. Common sub-expression elimination is one of the most important transformations and is almost universally performed. While it is generally a good idea to perform common subexpression elimination wherever possible, the compiler must consider the current register pressure and the cost of recomputing. If storing the temporary value(s) forces additional spills to memory, the transformation can de-optimize.

6.5.5 Short-Circuiting

Short-circuiting is an optimization that can be performed on Boolean expressions. It is based on the observation that the value of many binary Boolean operations can be determined from the value of the first operand [Arden et al. 1962]. For example, the expression

\[ x = ((a=1) \land (b=2)) \]

is known to be false if \( a \) does not equal 1, regardless of the value of \( b \). Short-circuiting would convert this expression to:

\[ x = (a=1) \]

if \( (x) \) then \( x = (b=2) \)

Note that if any of the operands in the boolean expression have side-effects, short-circuiting can change the results of the evaluation. The alteration may or may not be legal, depending upon the language semantics. The C language definition addressed this problem by requiring short-circuiting of Boolean expressions.

6.6 Procedure Call Transformations

The optimizations described in the next several sections attempt to reduce the overhead of procedure calls in one of four ways:

- eliminating the call entirely
- eliminating execution of the called function’s body
- eliminating some of the entry/exit overhead
- avoiding some steps in making a procedure call when the behavior of the called procedure is known or can be altered
6.6.1 A Calling Convention for S-DLX

To demonstrate the procedure call optimizations, we will first define a calling convention for S-DLX. Table 1 shows how the registers are used.

In general, each called procedure is responsible for ensuring that the values in registers R16-R25 are preserved across the call. The stack begins at the top of memory and grows downwards. There is no explicit frame pointer; instead, the stack pointer is decremented by the size $s$ of the procedure’s frame at entry and left unchanged during the call. The value R30+$s$ serves as a virtual frame pointer that points to the base of the stack frame, avoiding the use of a second dedicated register. For languages that cannot predict the amount of stack space used during execution of a procedure, an additional general purpose register would be used as a frame pointer.

A similar convention is followed for floating point registers, except that only four are reserved for arguments.

On entering a procedure, the return address is in R31. The first six words of the procedure arguments appear in registers R2-R7, and the rest of the argument data is on the stack. Figure 42 shows the layout of the stack frame for a procedure invocation.

Execution of a procedure consists of six steps:

1. Space is allocated on the stack for the procedure invocation.

2. The values of registers that will be modified during procedure execution (and which must be preserved across the call) are saved on the stack. If the procedure calls any others, the saved registers should include the return address, R31.

3. The procedure body is executed.

4. The return value (if any) is stored in R1 and the registers that were saved in step 2 are restored.

5. The frame is removed from the stack.

6. Control is transferred to the return address.

Calling a procedure is a four step process:

1. The values of any of the registers R1-R15 that contain live values are saved. If the values of any global variables that might be used by the callee are in a register and have been modified, the copy of those variables in memory is updated.

2. The arguments are stored in the designated registers and, if necessary, on the stack.

3. A linked jump is made to the target procedure; the CPU leaves the address of the next instruction in R31.

4. Upon return, the saved registers are restored and the registers holding global variables are reloaded.

To demonstrate the structure of a procedure and the calling convention, Figure 43 shows a simple function and its compiled code. The function (foo) and the function that it calls (max) each take two integer arguments, so they do not need to pass arguments on the stack. The stack frame for foo is three words, which are used to save the return address (R31) and register R16 during the call to max, and to hold the local variable $d$. R31 must be preserved because it is overwritten by the jump and link (JAL) instruction; R16 must be preserved because it is used to hold a across the call.

The procedure first allocates the 12 bytes for the stack frame and saves R31 and R16. The value of $d$ is calculated in the temporary register R9. Then the addresses of the arguments are stored in the argument registers and a jump to max is made. On return from max, the return value has been computed into the return value register (R1). After removing the stack frame and restoring the saved registers, the procedure jumps back to its caller through R31.

6.6.2 Leaf Procedure Optimization

A leaf procedure is one that does not call any other procedures; the name comes from the fact that these procedures are leaves in the call graph. The simplest optimization for leaf procedures is that they do not need to save and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>Always zero; writes are ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Return value when returning from a procedure call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2..R7</td>
<td>The first six words of the arguments to the procedure call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8..R15</td>
<td>8 caller save registers. Used as temporary registers by callee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16..R25</td>
<td>10 callee save registers. These registers must be preserved across a call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26..R29</td>
<td>Reserved for use by the operating system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>Stack pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R31</td>
<td>Return address during a procedure call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0..F3</td>
<td>The first four floating point arguments to the procedure call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4..F17</td>
<td>14 callee save floating point registers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F18..F31</td>
<td>14 callee save floating point registers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** S-DLX Registers and Their Usage

![Stack Frame Layout](image)

**Figure 42:** Stack Frame Layout
integer function foo(a, b)  foo:  SUBI R30, #12 ; adjust SP
d = a+b
integer a, b
SW 8(R30), R31 ; save retaddr
SW 4(R30), R16 ; save R16
ADD R9, R16, R8 ; R9=d=a+b
e = max(b, d)
SW (R30), R9 ; save d
MOV R2, R3 ; arg1=addr(b)
ADDI R3, R30, #0 ; arg2=addr(d)
JAL max ; call max; R1=e
f = e+a
ADD R1, R1, R16 ; R1=e+a
return
LW R16, 4(R30); restore R16
LW R31, 8(R30); restore retaddr
ADDI R30, #12 ; restore SP
JR R31 ; return

Figure 43: Function foo and its Compiled Code

restore the return address (R31). In addition, if the procedure does not have any local variables allocated to memory, the compiler does not need to create a stack frame.

Figure 44 (a) shows the max function (called by the previous example function foo), its original compiled code (b), and the code after leaf procedure optimization (c). After eliminating the save/restore of R31, there is no need to allocate a stack frame. Eliminating the code that deallocates the frame also allows the function to return directly if x < y.

6.6.3 Cross-call Register Allocation
Separate compilation reduces the amount of information available to the compiler about called functions. However, when both callee and caller are available, the compiler can take advantage of the register usage of the callee to optimize the call.

If the callee does not need (or can be restricted not to use) all the temporary registers (R8–R15), the caller can leave values in the unused registers throughout execution of the callee. In addition, move instructions for parameters can be eliminated.

To perform this optimization, register allocation must be performed in a depth-first post-order traversal of the call graph, ensuring that each caller will know its callees’ register usage [Chow 1988].

For example, in Figure 44 (c) max uses only R8–R10. Figure 45 (a) shows foo after cross-call register allocation. R31 is saved in R11 instead of on the stack, and the return is a jump to the saved address in R11. In addition, R12 is used instead of R16, allowing the save and restore of R16 to be eliminated. Only d remains in the stack frame.

6.6.4 Parameter Promotion
When a parameter is passed by reference, the address calculation is done by the caller, but the load of the parameter value is done by the callee. This wastes an instruction, since most address calculations can be handled with the offset(Rn) format of load instructions.

More importantly, if the operand is already in a register in the caller, it must be spilled to memory and reloaded by the callee. If the callee modifies the value, it must then be stored. Upon return to the caller, if the compiler can not prove that the callee did not modify the operand, it must be loaded again. Thus, as many as two unnecessary loads and two unnecessary stores can be introduced.
integer function max(x, y)
integer x, y
if (x > y) then
  max = x
else
  max = y
end if
return

(a) source code for function max

def max(x, y):
  if x > y:
    return x
  else:
    return y

max: SUBI R30, #4 ; adjust SP
    SW (R30), R3 1 ; save ret addr
    LW R8, (R2) ; R8 = x
    LW R9, (R3) ; R9 = y
    SGT R10, R8, R9 ; R10 = x > y
    BEqZ R10, Else ; x <= y
    MOV R1, R8 ; max = x
    JR Ret
Else:
    MOV R1, R9 ; max = y
Ret: LW R31, (R30) ; restore R31
    ADDI R30, #4 ; restore SP
    JR R31 ; return

(b) original compiled code of max

max: LW R8, (R2) ; R8 = x
    LW R9, (R3) ; R9 = y
    SGT R10, R8, R9 ; R10 = x > y
    BEqZ R10, Else ; x <= y
    MOV R1, R8 ; max = x
    JR R31 ; return
Else:
    MOV R1, R9 ; max = y
    JR R31 ; return

(c) max after leaf optimization

foo: SUBI R30, #4 ; adjust SP
    MOV R11, R31 ; save ret addr
    LW R12, (R2) ; R12 = a
    LW R8, (R3) ; R8 = b
    ADD R9, R12, R8 ; R9 = d
    SW (R30), R9 ; save d
    MOV R2, R3 ; arg1 = addr(b)
    ADDI R3, R30, #0 ; arg2 = addr(d)
    JAL max ; call max
    ADD R1, R1, R12 ; R1 = e + a
    ADDI R30, #4 ; restore SP
    JR R11 ; return

(a) foo after cross-call register allocation

max: SGT R10, R2, R3 ; R10 = x > y
    BEqZ R10, Else ; x <= y
    MOV R1, R8 ; max = x
    JR R31 ; return
Else:
    MOV R1, R9 ; max = y
    JR R31 ; return

(b) max after parameter promotion: x and y are passed by value in R2 and R3.

foo: MOV R11, R31 ; save ret addr
    LW R12, (R2) ; R12 = a
    LW R2, (R3) ; R2 = b
    ADD R3, R12, R2 ; R3 = d
    JAL max ; call max
    ADD R1, R1, R12 ; R1 = e + a
    JR R11 ; return

(c) foo after parameter promotion on max and frame collapsing.

Figure 45: Further procedure call optimizations

Figure 44: Leaf Procedure Optimization
An unmodified reference parameter can be passed by value, and a modified reference parameter can be passed by value-result. Figure 45 (b) shows max after this transformation has been applied. Figure 45 (c) shows the corresponding modified form of foo. Since d can now be held in a register, there is no longer a need for a stack frame.

Parameter promotion is particularly important for languages like Fortran, in which all argument passing is by reference.

6.6.5 Frame Collapsing

When a leaf procedure has only one call site, the compiler can expand the stack frame of the caller to include enough space for both procedures. Then the leaf procedure simply uses its caller’s stack frame without doing any new allocation of its own.

If the source language is separately compiled, the compiler must be certain that the callee will not be invoked from a different module by a procedure that does not have the proper stack layout. One approach is to clone the procedure, creating a local version with a collapsed frame and an exported one without the optimization.

A special case of frame collapsing applies to procedures without stack variables. Both foo in Figure 43 and max in Figure 44 (a) are procedures that do not need a stack frame. Their frames can be collapsed without allocating extra space in their caller’s stack frame, allowing the optimization to be applied without requiring inter-procedural analysis.

6.6.6 Procedure Inlining

Procedure inlining (also known as procedure integration) replaces a procedure call with a copy of the body of the called procedure, replacing each occurrence of a formal parameter with its corresponding actual parameter [Allen and Cocke 1971; Scheifler 1977; Ball 1979]. Inlining can almost always be performed, except when the procedure in question is recursive. For Fortran programs, incompatible common block usages between caller and callee can make inlining more complex and in practice often prevent it.

When a call is inlined, all the overhead for the invocation is eliminated. The stack frame for the caller and callee are allocated together and the transfer of control is eliminated. This is particularly important for the return (J R31), since a jump through a register may incur a higher pipeline penalty than a jump to a fixed address.

Another reason for inlining is to improve compiler analysis and optimization. In many compilers, a loop containing a procedure call can not be parallelized because its read-write behavior is unknown. After the call is inlined, the compiler may be able to prove loop independence, thereby allowing vectorization or parallelization. Additionally, register usage may be improved, constants propagated more accurately, and more redundant operations eliminated.

An alternative to inlining is to perform inter-procedural analysis. The advantage of interprocedural analysis is that it can be applied uniformly, since it does not cause code expansion the way inlining does. However, many compilers perform little or no interprocedural analysis.

Inlining also affects the instruction cache behavior of the program [McFarling 1991]. The change can be favorable, because locality is improved by eliminating the transfer of control. On the other hand, if a loop body is made much larger, it may no longer fit in the cache and cause additional memory accesses. Further, if the loop contains multiple calls to the same procedure, multiple copies of the procedure will be loaded into the cache.

The primary disadvantage of inlining is that it increases code size, in the worst case exponentially. However, in practice it is simple to control the size increase by selective application of inlining (for example, to small leaf procedures, or to procedures that are only called a few times). The result can be a dramatic improvement in execution speed. Figure 46 shows a source-level example of inlining; Figure 47 shows the assembler output after the procedure max is inlined in foo.

Ignoring cache effects, if $t_p$ is the time to execute the entire procedure and $t_n$ is the time to execute just the body of the procedure, $n$ is the number of times it is called, and $T$ is the total
do i=1, n
  call f(x,n)
end do

subroutine f(a, j)
dimension a[*]
a[j] = a[j] + c
return
  (a) original code

  go to 1
  (b) after inlining

Figure 46: Procedure Inlining.

foo: LW R12, (R2) ;R12=a
      LW R2, (R3) ;R2=b
      ADD R3, R12, R2 ;R3=c

max: SGT R10, R2, R3 ;R10=x > y
      BEqZ R10, Else ;x <= y
      MOV R1, R2 ;max=x
      J Ret ;"return" to f
Else:MOV R1, R3 ;max=y
Ret: ADD R1, R1, R12 ;R1=a+a
     JR R31 ;return

Figure 47: max inlined into foo.

execution time of the program, then
\[ t_s = n(t_p - t_b) \]
is the time saved by inlining and
\[ I = \frac{t_s}{T} \]
is the fraction of the total run-time saved by inlining.

6.6.7 Tail Recursion Elimination

Tail recursion is a particularly common form of recursion. A function is recursive if it invokes itself, directly or indirectly. It is tail recursive if its last act is to call itself and return the value of the recursive call without performing any further processing.

When a function is tail recursive, it is unnecessary to invoke a separate instance with its own stack frame. The recursion can be eliminated; the current invocation will not be using its frame any longer, so the call can be replaced by a jump to the top of the procedure. Figure 48 shows an example of a tail recursive function (a) and the result after the recursion is eliminated (b). A function which is not tail-recursive is shown in (c): it uses the result of the recursive call as an operand to the addition, so there is computation that must be performed after the recursive call returns.

Some languages prevent tail recursion by requiring clean-up code to be executed after a procedure is finished. The semantics of C++, for example, demand that before a procedure returns it must call a deconstructor on each stack-allocated local object variable.

6.6.8 Function Memoization

Memoization is an optimization that is applied to side-effect free procedures (that is, procedures which do not change the state of the program, also called referentially transparent). In such cases it is possible to cache the results of recent invocations, and when the procedure is called again with the same arguments, the cached copy is used instead of re-executing the procedure [Michie 1968; Abelson and Sussman 1985].
y = f(i)

(a) original function call

```
recursive logical function inarray(a, x, i, n)
real x, a[n]
integer i, n

if (i > n) then
    inarray = .FALSE.
else if (a[i] = x) then
    inarray = .TRUE.
else
    inarray = inarray(a, x, i+1, n)
end if
return
```

(b) A tail-recursive procedure

logical function inarray(a, x, i, n)
real x, a[n]
integer i, n

1 if (i > n) then
    inarray = .FALSE.
else if (a[i] = x) then
    inarray = .TRUE.
else
    i = i+1
    goto 1
end if
return

(b) after tail recursion elimination

recursive integer function sumarray(a, x, i, n)
real x, a[n]
integer i, n

if (i = n) then
    sumarray = a[i]
else
    sumarray = a[i]+sumarray(a, x, i+1, n)
end if
return

(c) A procedure which is not tail-recursive

```
Figure 49: Function Memoization.
```

Figure 49 shows a simple example of memoization. If f is often called with the same arguments and f also takes a non-trivial amount of time to run, then memoization will substantially increase performance. If not, it will degrade performance and consume memory.

This example assumes that f’s parameter is confined to the range 1…n, and that n is not extremely large. A more sophisticated memoization scheme would hash the arguments and use a cache size that makes a sensible trade-off between re-use and memory consumption. For functions that return dynamically allocated objects, storage management must be considered as well.

For c calls and a hit rate of h, the time to execute the c calls is

\[ T = cht_h + c(1 - h)t_m \]

where \( t_h \) is the time to retrieve the memoized result from the cache (a hit), and \( t_m \) is the time to call f plus the overhead of discovering that it is not in the cache (a miss). With a high hit rate and a large difference between \( t_h \) and \( t_m \), memoization can significantly improve performance.

### 6.7 Other Transformations

In this section we describe transformations which do not fit into any of the previous categories.
6.7.1 Strength Reductions

Reduction in strength replaces an expression with one that is equivalent but uses a less expensive operator [Allen 1969; Allen et al. 1981].

By far the most common strength reduction is conversion of multiplication to addition in induction variable expressions, as described in Section 6.2.3. However, there are numerous other strength reductions that can be performed, and that result in substantial speedups.

\[
x \times 2 = x + x \\
i \times 2^c = i \ll c \\
i / 2^c = i \gg c \\
x / y = x \times \frac{1}{y} \\
x^2 = x \times x \\
x^{c.5} = x^{c} \times \sqrt{x} \\
(a, 0) + (b, 0) = (a + b, 0) \\
(-1)^n \quad T = -T
\]

Generalizing the first two, multiplication by any integer constant can be performed using only shift and add instructions [Bernstein 1986].

Other strength reductions are possible. For instance, strength reduction can be applied to the Ada string concatenation operator to transform \texttt{length(a & b)} to \texttt{length(a) + length(b)}.

It is also possible to convert exponentiation to multiplication in the evaluation of polynomials, using the identity

\[
a_n x^n + a_{n-1} x^{n-1} + \cdots + a_1 x + a_0 = \left( a_n x^{n-1} + a_{n-1} x^{n-2} + \cdots + a_1 \right) x + a_0.
\]

6.7.2 Superoptimizing

A superoptimizer [Massalin 1987] represents the extreme of optimization, seeking to replace a sequence of instructions with the optimal alternative. It does an exhaustive search, beginning with a single instruction. If all single instruction sequences fail, two instruction sequences are searched, and so on.

A randomly generated instruction sequence is checked by executing it with a small number of test inputs that were run through the original sequence. If it passes these tests, a thorough verification procedure is applied.

Superoptimization is only practical for short sequences (on the order of a dozen instructions). Superoptimization is particularly useful for eliminating conditional branches in short instruction sequences, where the pipeline stall penalty may be larger than the cost of executing the operations themselves [Granlund and Kenner 1992].

7 PARALLEL SCHEDULING

Many of the transformations in the previous section are used, directly or indirectly, to convert serial \texttt{do} loop into a parallel \texttt{do all} loop. However, a \texttt{do all} loop merely exposes parallelism; a more specific form of the loop is required to map it onto the parallelism available in a particular machine. These mappings are the principal focus of this section.

To execute a computation on multiple processors, both code and data must be distributed appropriately. Although a shared-memory machine may seem to eliminate the need to decompose data, in practice the programmer must pay careful attention to the way data is accessed by the different processors. Shared memory systems rely on various caching strategies to maintain consistency; if locality is ignored while decomposing an application, the overall performance will suffer badly. Shared memory machines do greatly simplify the coding task because the programmer need not specify interprocessor communication explicitly.

7.1 Scheduling Issues

There are basically two ways to schedule a loop on multiple processors: statically or dynamically. A static schedule is determined at compile time and typically uses a regular pattern for assigning iterations to processors. A dynamic strategy makes the decision at run time, allocating iterations or sets of iterations to processors that are free. There are also hybrid strategies which combine the two approaches.

Scheduling can be performed at various levels of \texttt{granularity}; the usual metric is the number of instructions executed per scheduling decision. If
one decision is sufficient to allocate several thousand cycles of computation, the decision may require many cycles of computation and expensive message traffic. The trade-offs will be different when each decision leads to a few dozen cycles. Generally very fine-grained scheduling is only practical when it is automatically performed by the hardware.

Regardless of the level of granularity, there are three issues that determine the overall performance of a schedule:

- **Load Balance.** If processors are idle, the application is not taking full advantage of the machine. Scheduling algorithms try to spread the load on the machine evenly.

- **Communication.** Scheduling decisions result in communication between processors, which can force processors to wait. The schedule should try to minimize the delay by considering the communication pattern of the application. If the architecture of the machine supports simultaneous communication and computation, the schedule should try to take advantage of it.

- **Overhead.** Dynamic strategies make decisions at run time, based on the execution behavior of the application. They need to acquire information about the state of the machine, determine the schedule, and inform processors of the decisions. These tasks introduce overhead which can limit performance.

### 7.2 Static Scheduling

Both static and dynamic schedulers face the same problem: decomposing a loop onto a group of processors. Particularly in scientific applications, computations are tightly bound to the data they operate on. If loop bounds are known, and the amount of time needed to perform each iteration of the loop is roughly equal, the loop can be well scheduled statically.

Static decomposition strategies [Cytron 1987; Girkar and Polychronopoulos 1988b; Polychronopoulos and Banerjee 1986] can choose to allocate either data or computations to processors. The most common strategy, which is the one that we will be discussing throughout this section, is to decompose the data arrays, assigning parts of them to each processor. When a loop is executed, each processor computes the iterations that are using data owned locally. This general principle is known as *owner-computes* [Hiranandani et al. 1992]. The arrays being manipulated are allocated to processors by mapping each dimension to a set of processors in a pattern. The four commonly used patterns are discussed in the following sections.

#### 7.2.1 Serial Decomposition

Serial decomposition is the degenerate case, where an entire dimension is allocated to a single processor. In Figure 50 (a), an array is allocated to four processors. Each column is mapped serially, meaning that all the data in that column will be placed on a single processor.

#### 7.2.2 Block Decomposition

A block decomposition divides the elements into one group of adjacent elements per processor. Using the example in Figure 50 (a) again, each row of the array is divided between the four processors. Part (b) shows the decomposition if block scheduling is applied across both the horizontal and vertical dimensions.

Figure 51 shows a simple one-dimensional array computation and its block-scheduled implementation on MX-s. The loop simply adds a constant value to each element of the array. There are n processors, each of which executes an equal fraction of the computation. Figure 52 shows the same decomposition strategy on MX-d, where additional code is necessary to distribute the constant that is to be added. Note that the example assumes the array a has already been distributed across the processors and that processor 0 is controlling the computation.

The advantage of block decomposition is that adjacent elements are usually on the same processor. Because a loop that computes a value for a given element often uses the values of neighboring elements, the blocks have good locality and reduce the amount of communication. On
Figure 50: Data Organizations for Static Loop Scheduling. Numbers correspond to the processor assigned to that region of the array.
the other hand, execution time per iteration can also demonstrate locality. For a computation like the one in Figure 53, blocked allocation would work poorly because the most costly iterations to execute would be clustered together and computed by a single processor.

7.2.3 Cyclic Decomposition
A cyclic decomposition assigns successive elements to successive processors. Figure 50 (c) shows a cyclic allocation of columns to processors and Figure 51 (c) gives the code to implement such a mapping on MX-s.

Cyclic decomposition has the opposite effect of blocking; it has poor locality for neighbor-based communication, but spreads load more evenly.

7.2.4 Block-Cyclic Decomposition
A block-cyclic decomposition combines the two strategies; the elements are divided into many adjacent groups, usually an integer multiple of the number of processors available. Each group of elements is assigned to a processor cyclically. Figure 50 (d) shows an array whose columns have been allocated to two processors in a block-cyclic fashion and Figure 51 (c) gives the code to implement the mapping on MX-s.

Block-cyclic is a compromise between locality and load balancing.

7.3 Dynamic Iteration Scheduling
The two advantages to static decompositions are that they impose no dynamic scheduling overhead and they work well when iterations have roughly equal or easily predictable execution times. This is often the case in scientific code, which may perform some operation on each element in an array. When loop iterations vary in cost, the variation may be simple to compute from the induction expressions. Figure 53 shows a pair of nested loops where the inner depends on the outer's induction variable. This yields a triangularly shaped iteration space.

Static decomposition is less effective when execution times are irregular, because the load balance degrades. Irregularity is typically introduced by computed loop bounds and condition-

```
do all i=1, n
    a[i] = a[i] + c
end do all
(a) original loop
```

call fork(P)
doi = n/P*Pid+1, min(n/P*(Pid+1), n)
a[i] = a[i] + c
dendo
call join()
(c) cyclic-scheduled loop

call fork(P)
doi = 8*Pid+1, min(8*(Pid+1), n)
a[i] = a[i] + c
dendo
call join()
(d) block-cyclic-scheduled loop (block size 8)

**Figure 51**: Scheduling a Parallel Loop on MX-s. P is the total number of processors, Pid is the local processor number.

```
if (my_pid() = 0) then
    broadcast(c,4)
elesse
    receive(c,4)
endif
doi = 1,n/numprocs()
a[i] = a[i] + c
dendo
```

**Figure 52**: Block-Scheduling a parallel loop on MX-d.
do i = 1, n
  do j = 1, i
    total = total + a[i,j]
  end do
end do

Figure 53: Triangular Iteration Space

als. A loop whose execution behavior cannot easily be predicted is shown in Figure 54.

Dynamic iteration scheduling can handle loops whose iterations have varying execution times. These strategies track the behavior of the loop; each scheduling decision allocates a group of iterations to a processor. The different algorithms differ in how they compute the number of iterations to put in a given group.

Self-scheduling [Tang and Yew 1990] is the simplest strategy and uses the first-available rule; the iterations are treated as a collection of tasks to perform, and each processor chooses a new task whenever it finishes its current one. A task can be a single iteration, or it can be a collection of them to reduce overhead. Self-scheduling is an easily implemented strategy, but it does not handle widely varied execution times well. Guided self-scheduling [Polychronopoulos and Kuck 1987] and factoring [Hummel et al. 1992] vary the number of iterations assigned based on the number left to compute and the number of processors. TAPER [Lucco 1992] uses a more sophisticated model of machine and computation state, taking into consideration the execution behavior of previous iterations and the level of parallelism currently available from all the computations being performed in the machine.

7.4 General Dynamic Scheduling

The previous section covered the dynamic scheduling of loop iterations; this section examines algorithms that seek to dynamically schedule more general types of code.

One form of generality is a loop that does not have predictable data usage. The following code fragment is simple, but it can encode any possible data interconnection pattern among a group of processors containing elements of the array:

\[
di = 1, n
c[i] = a[b[i]]
\]

A different form of generality is to examine and decompose general blocks of code, not necessarily containing or contained by a loop, into large chunks which are assigned to processors. The task is either:

- to begin with a finely decomposed program and bundle the small computations together in an effort to reduce overhead or
- to begin with a monolithic block of sequential code, determine which parts are independent, and break it into pieces that are efficiently schedulable while also exposing sufficient parallelism

We will not cover the subject of general dynamic scheduling in detail, but the next sections briefly introduce transformations that address various aspects of the problem.

7.4.1 Graph Partitioning

Dataflow languages [Ackerman 1982; McGraw 1985; Nikhil 1988] expose parallelism explicitly. A program is converted into a graph that represents its basic computations as nodes and the movement of data as arrows between nodes. Figure 55 shows a simple program and its representation as a dataflow graph.

One of the major difficulties with dataflow graphs is that they expose parallelism at the level of individual operations. As it is impractical to use software to schedule such a small amount of work, early projects focused on developing architectures that embed dataflow execution policies into hardware [Dennis 1980; Arvind et al. 1980; Arvind and Culler 1986]. Such machines have not proven to be successful commercially, so researchers began to develop tech-
do i = 1,n
  if (mask[i] = 1) then
    a[i] = expensive_function(i)
  endif
endo

Figure 54: Irregular Execution Behavior

\[ f(x,y) \]
\[
  \text{let } a = \sin(x)+\cos(y) \\
  \text{b} = \sin(y)+\cos(x) \\
  c = a*b + \pi/2 \\
  \text{in } c*(a*b) \\
\]

Figure 55: A Dataflow Language Fragment and its Dataflow Graph
niques for compiling dataflow languages on conventional architectures. The most common approach is to interpret the dataflow graph dynamically, executing a node representing a computation when all of its operands are available. To reduce scheduling overhead, the dataflow graph is generally transformed by gathering many simple computations into larger blocks that are executed atomically [Sarkar and Hennessey 1986a; Sarkar and Hennessey 1986b; Sarkar 1989b; Hudak and Goldberg 1985; Anderson and Hudak 1990; Mirchandaney et al. 1988].

7.4.2 Multiple Call Parallelization

Other work has been aimed at decomposing sequential programs to expose useful parallelism. Trialet et al. [1986] developed an approach that uses interprocedural dependence analysis to identify when the multiple invocations of a procedure in a loop can be executed in parallel. This is done by building descriptors of the regions of arrays accessed by the procedures.

7.4.3 Split

A more comprehensive approach to program decomposition summarizes the data usage behavior of a block of code in a symbolic descriptor [Graham et al. 1993]. The descriptor is used to identify independence between pieces of the program and to transform code to reveal additional opportunities for parallel execution. The process begins by dividing a sequential program into pieces and computing a descriptor for each piece. If the decomposition divided a procedure into two pieces, A and B, the next step is to determine whether they are independent. Even if they are not fully independent, it is often true that the compiler can expose partial parallelism and opportunities for pipelining by sub-dividing A further. The split transformation performs the sub-division, identifying the computations within A which are independent of B.

7.5 Fine-Grained Scheduling

Coarse-grained scheduling policies are usually embedded directly into a program or are carried out by a separate run-time system. Fine-grained scheduling between multiple function units within the chip is usually the responsibility of the hardware. However, by knowing the chip’s scheduling policy, the compiler can target the code it outputs to take advantage of that policy.

In addition to applying the transformations discussed in Section 6, the compiler tries to exploit the scheduling policy in the target processor when it selects an instruction sequence. A widely used algorithm is called list scheduling [Adam et al. 1974]. Rau and Fisher [1993] present an excellent survey on the evolution of instruction-level parallelism in processors and the efforts of compiler designers to exploit it.

7.6 Explicitly Parallel Instruction Scheduling

With traditional processors, there is a clear distinction between low-level scheduling done via instruction selection and high-level scheduling between processors. This distinction is blurred in multi-threaded and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures.

Unlike superscalar machines, which use hardware scheduling to discover and manage low level parallelism, multi-threaded and VLIW machines rely on the compiler to expose the parallel operations explicitly and sometimes to schedule them at compile time. Thus the task of generating object code incorporates high-level resource allocation and scheduling decisions that only occur between processors on a more conventional architecture.

7.6.1 Multi-Threaded Architectures

In a traditional architecture, there is a single thread of control executing at any moment, symbolized by the existence of a single program counter. On a multi-threaded architecture like the HEP [Smith 1978], Tera [Alverson et al. 1990], Monsoon [Papadopoulos and Culler 1990], and Fluent [Boothe and Ranade 1992], there are conceptually many different program counters. The processor allocates slices of execution time to the independent threads, using a variety of assignment policies. At the cost of extra processor state, multi-threaded machines can choose among many possible computations to support a large degree of instruction-level parallelism or
to compensate for long memory access latency.

Multi-threaded architectures are generally not
designed to support a traditional programming
model. Machines like Monsoon are intended to
be used for executing dataflow languages. The
idea behind Fluent is to use multi-threading to
support shared memory programming on many
processors, hiding the latency of memory access
by keeping more than one stream of control on
active. The HEP and Tera have their own pro-
gramming models based on asynchronous vari-
able and futures [Callahan and Smith 1990] re-
spectively.

Because these alternative programming mod-
els are so different, their compilation strategies
are not generally applicable to the optimization
of conventional languages for conventional archi-
tectures.

7.6.2 VLIW

A VLIW processor [Colwell et al. 1988; Fisher
et al. 1984; Rau et al. 1989; Flo 1979] exposes
its multiple functional units explicitly; each ma-
chine instruction is very large (on the order of
512 bits) and controls many independent func-
tional units. Typically the instruction is divided
into 32 bit pieces, each of which is routed to one
of the functional units.

Trace scheduling is the technique developed
for compilation to a VLIW machine [Ellis 1986;
Fisher et al. 1984; Fisher 1981]. When the
target machine can only exploit very limited
instruction-level parallelism, it is usually suffi-
cient to constrain compiler analysis to a basic
block. With a VLIW machine, basic block anal-
ysis will produce inefficient code because there
is not enough parallelism available. Moving out-
side the basic block introduces complexity, how-
ever, because of branching. The multiple paths
of control require the introduction of speculative
execution — computing some results that may
turn out to be unused.

The speculation can be handled dynamically
by the hardware [Sohi and Vajajayem 1990], but
that complicates the design significantly. An alter-
native is to have the compiler do it, hoisting
code above branches based on the direction
that the compiler expects the branch to take.

Trace scheduling takes this approach; it identi-
fies paths through the flow graph of a program
that might be taken.

The compiler picks successive traces, assign-
ing them to functional units. The choice starts
with a seed block, the most frequently executed
basic block that has not yet been scheduled.
From the seed block, the compiler walks for-
wards and backwards in the flow graph to as-
ssemble a trace.

Superblock scheduling [Hwu et al. 1993] is an
extension of trace scheduling that relies on pro-
gram profile information to choose the traces.

8 TRANSFORMATION FRAMEWORKS

Given the many transformations that compiler
writers have available, they face a daunting task
in determining which ones to apply and in what
order. There is no single best order of applica-
tion; one transformation can permit or prevent
a second from being applied, or it can change
the effectiveness of subsequent changes. Cur-
cent compilers generally use a combination of
heuristics and a partially fixed order of applying
transformations.

There are two basic approaches to this prob-
lem: unifying the transformations in a single
mechanism, and applying search techniques to
the transformation space. In fact there is often a
degree of overlap between these two approaches.

8.1 Unified Transformation

A promising strategy is to encode both the char-
acteristics of the code being transformed and the
effect of each transformation; then the compiler
can quickly search the space of possible sets of
transformations to find an efficient solution.

One framework that is being actively investi-
gated is based on unimodular matrix theory
[Banerjee 1991; Wolf and Lam 1991]. It is applica-
table to any loop nest whose dependences can be
described with a distance vector; a subset of the
loops which require a direction vector can also be
handled. The transformations that a unimodu-
lar matrix can describe are interchange, reversal,
and skew.

The basic principle is to encode each trans-
formation of the loop in a matrix, and apply it
do \( i = 2, 10 \)
   do \( j = 1, 10 \)
      \( a[i,j] = a[i-1,j] + a[i,j] \)
   end do
end do

Figure 56: Unimodular Transformation Example

to the dependence vectors of the loop. The effect on the dependence pattern of applying the
transformation can be determined by multiplying the matrix and the vector. The form of the
product vector reveals whether the transformation is legal. To model the effect of applying a
sequence of transformations, the corresponding matrices are simply multiplied.

Figure 56 shows a loop nest that can be transformed with unimodular matrices. The distance
vector that describes the loop is \( D = (1, 0) \), representing the dependence of iteration \( i \) on \( i - 1 \)
in the outer loop.

Because of the dependence, it is not legal to reverse the outer loop of the nest. The reversal
transformation is \( R = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \). The product
\( RD = P_1 = \begin{bmatrix} -1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \). This demonstrates that
the transformation is not legal, because \( P_1 \) is not \textit{lexicographically positive}.

We can also test whether the two loops can be interchanged; the interchange transformation
is \( I = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \). Applying that to \( D \) yields
\( P_2 = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \). In this case, the resulting vector
is lexicographically positive showing that the transformation is legal.

Any loop nest whose dependences are all representable by a distance vector can be transformed into a canonical form called a \textit{fully permutable loop nest}. In this form, any two loops
in the nest can be interchanged without changing the loop semantics. Once in this canonical
form, the compiler can decompose the loop into

the granularity that matches the target architecture [Wolf and Lam 1991].

Sarkar and Thekkath [1992] describe a framework for transforming perfect loop nests which
includes unimodular transformations, blocking, coalescing, and parallel loop execution. The
transformations are encoded in an ordered sequence. Rules are provided for mapping the
dependence vectors and loop bounds, and the transformation to the loop body is described by
a template.

Pugh [1991] describes a more ambitious (and
time-consuming) technique that can transform
imperfectly nested loops and can do most of the
transformations possible through a combi-
nation of statement reordering, interchange, fu-
sion, skewing, reversal, distribution, and paral-
elization. It views the transformation problem
as that of finding the best schedule for a set of
operations in a loop nest. A method is given for
generating and testing candidate schedules.

8.2 Searching the Transformation Space

Wang [1991] and Wang and Gannon [1989] de-
scribe a parallelization system which uses heuris-
 tic search techniques from artificial intelligence
to find a program transformation sequence. The
target machine is represented by a set of features
that describe the type, size, and speed of the processors, memory, and interconnect.
The heuristics are organized hierarchically. The main functions are description of parallelism
in the program and in the machine; matching of
program parallelism to machine parallelism; and
control of restructuring.

9 COMPILER EVALUATION

Researchers are still trying to find a good way to
evaluate the effectiveness of compilation. There
is no generally agreed upon way to determine
the best possible performance of a particular
program on a particular machine, so it is dif-
ficult to determine how well a compiler is doing.
Since some applications are better struc-
tured than others for a given architecture or a
given compiler, measurements for a particular application or group of applications will not neces-
sarily predict how well another application will
fare.

Nevertheless, a wide variety of measurement studies do exist that seek to evaluate how applications behave, how well they are being compiled, and how well they could be compiled. We have divided these studies into several groups.

9.1 Benchmarks

Benchmarks have received by far the most attention since they measure delivered performance and the results are used to market machines. They were originally developed to measure machine speed, not compiler effectiveness. The Livermore Loops [McMahon 1986] is one of the early benchmark suites; it sought to compare the performance of supercomputers. The suite consists of a set of small loops based on the most time-consuming inner loops of scientific codes.

The SPEC benchmark suite [Dixit 1992] includes both scientific and general purpose applications intended to be representative of an engineering/scientific workload. The SPEC benchmarks are widely used as indicators of machine performance, but are essentially uniprocessor benchmarks.

As architectures have become more complex it has become obvious that the benchmarks measure the combined effectiveness of the compiler and the target machine. Thus two compilers that target the same machine or two versions of a compiler can be compared by using the SPEC ratings of the generated code.

For parallel machines, the contribution of the compiler is even more important, since the difference between naïve and optimized code can be many orders of magnitude. Parallel benchmarks include SPLASH (Stanford Parallel Applications for Shared Memory) [Singh et al. 1992], and the NASA Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) benchmarks [Bailey et al. 1991].

The Perfect Club [Berry et al. 1989] is a benchmark suite of computationally intensive programs that is intended to help evaluate serial and parallel machines.

9.2 Code Characteristics

Other studies have focused on the applications themselves, examining their source code for programmer idioms or profiling the behavior of the compiled executable.

Shen et al. [1989] examined the subscript expressions that appeared in a set of Fortran applications and applied various types of dependency tests to these expressions. The results demonstrate how the various tests compare to one another, showing that one of the biggest problems was unknown variables. These variables were caused by procedure calls and by the use of an array element as an index value into another array. Coupled subscripts also caused problems for tests that examine a single array dimension at a time.

Knuth [1971] was an early and influential study of Fortran programs. He studied 440 programs comprising 250000 lines (punched cards). The most important effect of this study was to dramatize the fact that the majority of the execution time of a program is usually spent in a very small proportion of the code. Other interesting statistics are that 95% of all the do loops incremented their index variable by 1, and 40% of all do loops contained only one statement.

9.3 Compiler Effectiveness

As we mentioned above, researchers find it difficult to evaluate how well a compiler is doing. They have come up with four approaches to the problem:

- examine the compiler output by hand to evaluate its ability to transform code
- measure performance of one compiler against another
- compare the performance of executables compiled with full optimization against little or no optimization
- compare an application compiled for parallel execution against the sequential version running on one processor.

Nobayashi and Eoyang [1989] compare the performance of supercomputer compilers from Cray, Fujitsu, Alliant, Ardent, and NEC. The compilers were applied to various loops from
the Livermore and Argonne test suites which required restructuring before they could be computed with vector operations.

Relatively few studies have been performed to test the effectiveness of real compilers in parallelizing real programs. However, the results of those that have are not encouraging.

One study of four Perfect benchmark programs compiled on the Alliant FX/8 produced speedups between 0.9 (that is, a slowdown) and 2.36 out of a potential 32; when the applications were tuned by hand, the speedups ranged from 5.1 to 13.2 [Eigenmann et al. 1991]. In another study of 12 Perfect benchmarks compiled with the KAP compiler for a simulated machine with unlimited parallelism, 7 applications had speedups of 1.4 or less, two applications had speedups of 2–4, and the rest were sped up 10.3, 66, and 77; all but three of these applications could have been sped up by a factor of 10 or more [Petersen and Padua 1990].

Lee at al. [1985] study the ability of the Paraf-base compiler to parallelize a mixture of small programs written in Fortran. Before compilation, while loops were converted to do loops, and code for handling error conditions was removed. With 32 processors available, 4 out of 15 applications achieved 30% efficiency and 2 achieved 10% efficiency; the other 9 out of 15 achieved less than 10% efficiency. Out of 89 loops, 59 were parallelized, most of them loops that initialized array data structures. Some coding idioms that are amenable to improved analysis were identified.

9.4 Maximum Available Parallelism

In order to evaluate the potential gain from instruction level parallelism, researchers have engaged in a number of studies to measure an upper bound on how much parallelism is available assuming an unlimited number of functional units. Some of these studies are discussed and evaluated in detail in [Rau and Fisher 1993].

Early studies [Tjaden and Flynn 1970] were pessimistic in their findings, measuring a maximum level of parallelism on the order of two or three — a result that was called the Flynn bottleneck. The main reason for the low numbers was that these studies did not look beyond basic blocks.

Parallelism can be exploited across basic block boundaries, however, on machines that use speculative execution. Instead of waiting until the outcome of a conditional branch is known, these architectures begin executing the instructions at either or both potential branch targets; when the conditional is evaluated, any computations that are rendered invalid must be discarded.

When the basic block restriction is relaxed, there is much more parallelism available. [Risman and Foster 1972] assumed replicated hardware to support speculative execution, while [Nicolau and Fisher 1984] sought to gain similar benefits from code transformation. Other studies investigated the effects of branch prediction [Butler et al. 1991] and other strategies for managing control flow [Wall 1991; Lam and Wilson 1992].

Larus studies the loop-level parallelism in a mixture of numeric and symbolic programs, and presents detailed measurements of loop-carried dependences [Larus 1993].

The updated studies may still underestimate the level of available parallelism, because they begin with an instruction trace from a compiled program. A compiler that used code transformations more aggressively could improve the results.

APPENDICES

A MACHINE MODELS

A.1 Superscalar DLX

A superscalar processor has multiple functional units and can issue more than one instruction per clock cycle. Current examples of superscalar machines are the DEC Alpha [Sites 1992], HP PA-RISC [Hew 1992], IBM RS/6000 [Oehler and Blasgen 1991], and Intel Pentium [Alpert and Avnon 1993].

S-DLX is a simplified superscalar RISC architecture. It has four independent functional units for integer, load/store, branch, and floating point operations. In every cycle, the next two instructions are considered for execution.
Figure 57: S-DLX Functional Diagram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example Instr.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Similar instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LW R1, 30(R2)</td>
<td>Load word</td>
<td>R1 ← Memory[30+R2]</td>
<td>Load float (LF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW 500(R4), R3</td>
<td>Store word</td>
<td>Memory[500+R4] ← R3</td>
<td>Store float (SP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI R1, #666</td>
<td>Load immediate</td>
<td>R1 ← 666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUI R1, #666</td>
<td>Load upper immediate</td>
<td>R1_{16..31} ← 666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV R1, R2</td>
<td>Move register</td>
<td>R1 ← R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>R1 ← R2 + R3</td>
<td>Subtract (SUB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUL R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>R1 ← R2 × R3</td>
<td>Divide (DIV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADI R1, R2, #3</td>
<td>Add immediate</td>
<td>R1 ← R2 + 3</td>
<td>SUBI, MULI, DIVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Shift left logical</td>
<td>R1 ← R2 &lt;&lt; R3</td>
<td>Shift right logical (SRL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLLI R1, R2, #3</td>
<td>Shift left immediate</td>
<td>R1 ← R2 &lt;&lt; 3</td>
<td>SRLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLT R1, R2, R3</td>
<td>Set less than</td>
<td>if (R2&lt;R3) R1 ← 1 else R1 ← 0</td>
<td>SEQ, SNE, SLE, SGE, SGT and immediate forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J label</td>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>PC ← label</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR R3</td>
<td>Jump register</td>
<td>PC ← R3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAL label</td>
<td>Jump and link</td>
<td>R31 ← PC + 4; PC ← label</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JALR R2</td>
<td>Jump and link register</td>
<td>R31 ← PC + 4; PC ← R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEQZ R4, label</td>
<td>Branch if equal zero</td>
<td>if (R4=0) PC ← label</td>
<td>Branch if not equal zero (BNEZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFT label</td>
<td>Branch if floating point true</td>
<td>if (FFPCR) PC ← label</td>
<td>Branch if floating point false (BFPT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDF F1, F2, F3</td>
<td>Add float</td>
<td>F1 ← F2 + F3</td>
<td>Subtract float (SUBF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULF F1, F2, F3</td>
<td>Multiply float</td>
<td>F1 ← F2 × F3</td>
<td>Divide float (DIVF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAF F1, F2, F3</td>
<td>Multiply-Add float</td>
<td>F1 ← F1 + (F2×F3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQF F1, F2</td>
<td>Test equal float</td>
<td>if (F1=F2) FPCR ← 1 else FPCR ← 0</td>
<td>LTF, GTF, LEF, GEF, NEF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The S-DLX instruction set.
If they are for different functional units, and there are no dependences between the instructions, they are both initiated. Otherwise, the second instruction is deferred until the next cycle. S-DLX does not reorder the instructions.

Most operations complete in a single cycle. When an operation takes more than one cycle, subsequent instructions that use results from multi-cycle instructions are stalled until the result is available. Because there is no instruction reordering, when an instruction is stalled no instructions are issued to any of the functional units.

S-DLX has a 32-bit word, 32 general purpose registers (GPRs, denoted by \( R_n \)), and 32 floating point registers (FPRs, denoted by \( F_n \)). The value of \( R_0 \) is always 0. The FPRs can be used as double-precision (64-bit) register pairs. For the sake of simplicity we have not included the double-precision floating point instructions.

Memory is byte-addressable with a 32 bit virtual address. All memory references are made by load and store instructions between memory and the registers. Data is cached in a 64 kilobyte 4-way set-associative write-back cache composed of 1024 64-byte cache lines. Figure 57 is a block diagram of the architecture and its primary datapaths.

Table 2 describes the instruction set. All instructions are 32 bits and must be word-aligned. The immediate operand field is 16 bits. The address for the load and store instructions is computed by adding the 16-bit immediate operand to the register. To create a full 32-bit constant, the low 16 bits must first be set with a load immediate (LI) instruction which clears the high 16 bits; then the high 16 bits must be set with a load upper immediate (LUI) instruction.

The program counter is the special register PC. Jumps and branches are relative to PC+4; jumps have a 26-bit signed offset and branches have a 16-bit signed offset. Integer branches test the GPRs for zero; floating-point branches test a special floating point condition register (FPCR).

There is no branch delay slot. Because the number of instructions executed per cycle varies on a superscalar machine, it does not make sense to have a fixed number of delay slots. The number of delay slots is also heavily dependent on the pipeline depth, which may vary from one chip generation to the next.

Instead, static branch prediction is used: forward branches are always predicted as not taken, and backward branches are predicted as taken. If the prediction is wrong, there is a one cycle delay.

Integer multiplication takes two cycles and all floating point operations take four cycles, except when the result is used by a store operation, in which case they take three cycles. A load that hits in the cache takes two cycles; if it misses in the cache it takes 16 cycles. All other instructions take one cycle.

When a load or store is followed by an integer instruction that modifies the address register, the instructions may be issued in the same cycle. If a floating point store is followed by an operation that modifies the register being stored, the instructions may also be issued in the same cycle.

### A.2 Vector DLX

For vectorizing transformations, we will use a vector version of DLX, extended to include vector support. This new architecture, DLX-V, has eight vector registers each of which holds a vector consisting of up to 64 floating point numbers. The vector functional units perform all their operations on data in the vector and scalar registers.

We will only be discussing the functional units that perform floating point addition, multiplication, and division, though vector machines typically have units to perform integer and logical operations as well. DLX-V only issues one scalar or one vector instruction per cycle, but non-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Start-Up Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vector Add</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Multiply</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Divide</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Load</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Start-up Times in Cycles on DLX-V.
conflicting scalar and vector instructions can overlap each other.

A special register, the vector length register (VLR), controls the number of quantities that are loaded, operated upon, or stored in any vector instruction. The VLR is normally set to 64, except when handling the last few iterations of a loop.

The vector operations are described in Table 4. They include arithmetic operations on vector registers and load/store operations between vector registers and memory. Vector operations take place either between two vector registers or between a vector register and a scalar register. In the latter case, the scalar value is extended across the entire vector. All vector computations have a vector register as the destination.

The speed of a vector operation depends on the depth of the pipeline in its implementation. The first result appears after some number of cycles (called the start-up time). After the pipeline is full, one result is computed per clock cycle. In the meantime, the processor can continue to execute other instructions. Table 3 gives the startup times for the vector operations in DLX-V. These times should not be compared directly to the times in cycles for operations on S-DLX because vector machines typically have higher clock speeds than microprocessors, although this gap is closing.

A large factor in the speed of vector architectures is their memory system. DLX-V has 8 memory banks. After the load latency data is supplied at the rate of one word per clock cycle, provided that the stride with which the data is accessed does not cause bank conflicts (see Section 6.3.2).

Current examples of vector machines are the Cray C-90 [Oed 1992] and IBM ES 9000 Model 900 VF [Gibson and Rao 1992].

### A.3 Multiprocessors

When multiple processors are employed to execute a program, many additional issues arise. The most obvious is how much of the underlying machine architecture to expose to the programmer. At one extreme is explicit use of hardware-supported operations by programming with locks, fork/join primitives, barrier synchronizations, and message send and receive. These operations are typically provided as system calls explicitly invoked by the programmer. System call semantics are usually not defined by the language, making it difficult for the compiler to automatically optimize them. We therefore do not discuss the transformation of such programs.

High-level languages for large-scale parallel processing provide primitives for expressing parallelism in one of two ways: control parallel or data parallel. Fortran-90 array section expressions are examples of explicitly data parallel operations. APL [Iversen 1962] also contains a wide variety of data parallel array operators. Examples of control parallel operations are cobegin/coend blocks and doacross loops [Cytrol 1986].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example Instr.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Similar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LV V1, R1</td>
<td>Load vector register</td>
<td>V1→VLR words at M[R1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWWS V1, (R1,R2)</td>
<td>Load vector with stride</td>
<td>V1→every R2th word for VLR words at M[R1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV V1, R1</td>
<td>Store vector register</td>
<td>M[R1]→VLR words from V1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWS V1, (R1,R2)</td>
<td>Store vector with stride</td>
<td>M[R1]→VLR words from V1 with stride R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDV V1,V2,V3</td>
<td>Vector-vector addition</td>
<td>V1[1..VLR]→V2[1..VLR]+V3[1..VLR]</td>
<td>MULTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDSV V1,F1,V2</td>
<td>Vector-scalar addition</td>
<td>V1[1..VLR]→F1+V2[1..VLR]</td>
<td>MULTSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBV V1,V2,V3</td>
<td>Vector-vector subtraction</td>
<td>V1[1..VLR]→V2[1..VLR]−V3[1..VLR]</td>
<td>DIVV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBVS V1,V2,F1</td>
<td>Vector-scalar subtraction</td>
<td>V1[1..VLR]→V2[1..VLR]−F1</td>
<td>DIVVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSV V1,F1,V2</td>
<td>Scalar-vector subtraction</td>
<td>V1[1..VLR]→F1−V2[1..VLR]</td>
<td>DIVSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVLR R1</td>
<td>Set vector length register</td>
<td>VLR→R1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The DLX-V vector instructions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fork(n)</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join()</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barrier()</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAPW R1, 16(R8)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5:** Minimum Time in Cycles for Parallel Operations on MX-s.

### A.4 Shared-Memory DLX Multiprocessor

MX-s is our prototypical shared-memory parallel architecture. It consists of 16 processors and 8 banks of memory, each holding 64 megabytes. The processors and memories are connected together by a bus, as shown in Figure 58. Each processor has an intelligent cache controller that monitors the bus (a *snoopy cache*). The caches are the same as on S-DLX, except that they contain 256KB of data. The bandwidth of the bus is 128 megabytes/second.

The processors share the memory units; a program running on a processor can access any memory element and the system ensures that the values are maintained consistently across the machine. Without caching, consistency is easy to maintain; every memory reference is handled by the appropriate memory unit. However, performance would be very poor because memory latencies are already too high on sequential machines to run well without a cache; having many processors share a common bus would make the problem much worse by increasing memory access latency and introducing bandwidth restrictions. The solution is to give each processor a cache that is smart enough to resolve reference conflicts.

A snoopy cache implements a sharing protocol that maintains consistency while still minimizing bus traffic. A processor that modifies a cache line invalidates all other copies and is said to *own* that cache line. There are a variety of cache coherency protocols [Stenström 1990; Eggers and Katz 1989], but the details are not relevant to this study. From the compiler writer’s perspective, the key issue is the time it takes to make a memory reference. Table 59 summarizes the latency of each kind of memory reference in MX-s.

Table 5 shows the additional operations provided on MX-s to support parallel operations. `fork(n)` starts the current program running on `n` processors; because it must copy the stack of the forking processor to a private memory for each of the `n-1` other processors, it is a very expensive operation. `join()` re-synchronizes with the previous `fork`, and makes the processor available for other `fork` operations (except for the original forking processor, which proceeds serially).

`barrier()` performs a barrier synchronization - a *barrier* is a synchronization point in the program where each processor waits until all processors have arrived at that point. The `SWAPW` instruction exchanges the register with the specified address in memory; it is used to implement locks.

### A.5 Distributed-Memory DLX Multiprocessor

MX-d is our distributed memory model. The machine consists of 64 S-DLX processors (indexed 0 through 63) connected in an 8 × 8 mesh, as shown in Figure 60. The network bandwidth of each link in the mesh is 5 MBytes per second. Each processor has an associated network processor that manages communication; the network processor has its own pool of memory and can communicate without involving the CPU. Having a separate processor manage the network allows applications to send a message asynchronously and continue executing while the message is sent. Messages that pass through a processor en route to some other destination in the mesh are handled by the network processor without interrupting the CPU.

The latency of a message transfer is ten microseconds plus 2 microseconds per mesh link traversed plus 1 microsecond per 5 bytes of message. Communication is supported by a message library that provides the following calls:

- `my_pid()` - returns the current processor’s index.
Figure 58: MX-s Shared Memory Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Type of Memory Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Read value available in local cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Read value owned by other processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Read value nobody owns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Write value owned locally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Write value owned by other processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Write value nobody owns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 59: Memory Reference Latency in MX-s

Figure 60: MX-d Architecture
• `num_procs()` – returns the number of processors in the machine.

• `send(buffer,nbytes,target)`
  - send `nbytes` from `buffer` to the processor `target`. If the message fits in the network processor's memory, the call returns after the copy (1 microsecond/5 bytes). If not, the call blocks until the message is sent. Note that this raises the potential for deadlock, but we will not concern ourselves with that in this simplified model.

• `broadcast(buffer,nbytes)` – send the message to every other processor in the machine. The communication library uses a fast broadcasting algorithm, so the maximum latency is roughly twice that of sending a message to the furthest edge of the mesh.

• `receive(buffer,nbytes)` – wait for a message to arrive; when it does, up to `nbytes` of it will be put in the buffer. The call returns the total number of bytes in the incoming message; if that value is greater than `nbytes`, `receive` guarantees that subsequent calls will return the rest of that message first.

## B PROGRAM REPRESENTATION

There are a wide variety of representations that have been developed by compiler writers to simplify analysis. The most basic is the **control flow graph** (CFG) [Allen and Cocke 1976]. The CFG is a directed graph containing one node for each basic block in the program, plus two distinguished nodes called Entry and Exit. Each node has an edge to every node to which it can transfer control. The Entry node has an edge to every basic block that represents an entry point of the code; there is an edge to Exit from any basic block that can cause an exit. Figure 6.1 shows a procedure (a) and its control flow graph (b).

A second representation which is often used when managing transformations is the **program dependence graph** (PDG) [Ferrante et al. 1987]. A number of studies have shown how it can handle various optimizing transformations [Ottenstein and Ottenstein 1984; Baxter and Bauer III 1989; Selke 1989; Allen et al. 1988b].

A PDG is a directed graph in which the nodes represent statements and expressions and the edges represent data values passed between nodes or control conditions that determine whether the node will be evaluated. The root of a PDG is a distinguished node called Entry. There are two different kinds of edges to represent data and control dependences; if an edge is describing a control dependency, it will be labeled `true` or `false`. When there is a labeled edge from node `A` to node `B`, `B` is executed only if the evaluation of the predicate at node `A` matches the value of the label.

The procedure for building a PDG is described in detail by Ferrante et al. [1987]. In order to analyze the control dependences in a CFG, the compiler must determine the dominance relationship between pairs of nodes. Node `X` is said to dominate `Y` if `X` is always executed before `Y`. More formally, every path from the Entry node to `Y` passes through `X`. A similar notion is that of a `post-dominator`; `B` post-dominates `A` if and only if every path in the CFG from `A` to the Exit node goes through `B`.

Note that because it models data dependences instead of control dependences, there is no Exit node in the PDG.

Unlike control flow graphs, an edge between two nodes does not necessarily indicate a direct transfer of control between their corresponding code fragments. An edge from `C` to `D` means that `D` is control-dependent on `C`; `D` will only execute if `C` does.

In addition, the PDG supports summarization through the use of *region* nodes; if a set of nodes have the same control and data conditions on their execution, they can be grouped together and represented by a single node.

A third representation that is under active investigation is **static-single assignment form** (SSA) [Cytron et al. 1991]. SSA takes its inspiration from functional languages, which bind a value to a variable once and do not permit the value to be changed. SSA transforms an impera-
procedure test(a,b) 
integer c,d 
c = a+b 
d = c*a 
if (c>d) then 
c = c+d 
else 
d = a 
while (a<b) 
a = a*2 
return

Figure 61: Procedure and Corresponding CFG

tive program by introducing new variables; each variable is assigned a value once. When a particular name appears in two places, it refers to the same value. In functional languages, this principle is known as referential transparency [Abelson and Sussman 1985].

SSA is constructed by adding new variables and merge nodes. A merge node (also called a $\phi$-function) is introduced when multiple control flow paths come together, yielding many possible values for a given variable. For example, Figure 62 shows a small fragment of code and the SSA conversion for it. On entry to the function simple, a has the value $a_0$. Each iteration of the loop changes the value of a, so at loop entry there are two possible values for a; control may be entering for the first time, or it may be in the middle of iteration. We create a name for the value of a at the top of the loop, calling it $a_1$. The assignment statement creates another version, which we call $a_2$. If the loop has completed execution, control goes to the node representing the last statement in the subroutine. It generates the final version of a, $a_4$, using the value $a_3$, because the loop will have been evaluated at least once.

The advantage to SSA is that it gives an explicit name to every value that a variable takes on. This makes comparison and value propagation much simpler; recasting optimizations traditionally done on flow graphs to use SSA is an ongoing area of interest.

C PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Compilers perform a variety of other types of analysis, aside from the dependence information discussed in Section 5. This appendix discusses some of the other popular strategies for understanding the behavior of a program.

C.1 Dataflow Analysis

Dataflow analysis [Muchnick and Jones 1981] was one of the first strategies for analyzing program behavior. It is still widely used in modern compilers, although some of the information it is traditionally used to compute is subsumed by conversion into program representations like SSA and the PDG.

Dataflow analysis is usually performed on a control flow graph (CFG); it attempts to track the flow of data through the program’s variables and to characterize the values of variables at various points of execution.

There are two primary strategies for performing dataflow analysis. The first is to develop a set of equations that are applied to basic blocks, yielding a list of variables that match some desired criteria. For example, suppose we wish to compute the set of values that are available at the exit of a given basic block $B$. Conventionally, this set is named out.
Figure 62: Simple Example of SSA

The equation to compute out(B) is

\[ out(B) = \text{gen}(B) \cup (\text{in}(B) - \text{kill}(B)) \]

where \( \text{gen}(B) \) is the set of values generated inside the block, \( \text{in}(B) \) is the set of values that reach the block from some other block, and \( \text{kill}(B) \) is the set of values that were overwritten in the block (by an assignment statement, for example).

The second major strategy for doing dataflow analysis is based on chains. The idea is to identify where variables are assigned a value (called a def) and where the value is used (a ref). By connecting a particular def with every corresponding ref, the compiler can perform a wide variety of analysis including copy propagation, identification of loop invariance, and code motion. Depending on the analysis being performed, sometimes the compiler will connect uses to defs and sometimes the reverse.

Dataflow analysis is often conservative, because the compiler may not know what will happen at run time — whether a given conditional will be true or false, for example. Hence there is a distinction between may and must information. The set of variables modified by a procedure, for example, may include every variable that is the target of an assignment statement. However, if the goal is to find the set of variables that must be modified, the compiler needs to consider the effect of conditionals. In the procedure in Figure 63, the set of possibly modified variables is \( \{a, b, c, d\} \), but the set of variables that must be modified is just \( \{b\} \).

The may/must distinction can also be understood in terms of flow; may (or flow-insensitive) information occurs on at least one path through the CFG. Must (flow-sensitive) information is more expensive to compute, because the compiler must check to make sure that some condition holds for every path to or from a given node.

A straightforward approach to dataflow analysis is to apply the equations iteratively until reaching a fixed point [Kildall 1973; Hecht 1977; Ullman 1973; Aho et al. 1986]. This strategy can become quite expensive to compute, both in execution time and in memory required, so compilers use a variety of other strategies.

An early form of summarization was used by Allen and Cocke [1976]; it considered a loop in isolation and then moved the analysis outwards, collapsing the loop into a single node. For the purposes of the analysis, a loop is considered to be a strongly connected region.

Allen and Cocke then developed a simpler strategy for summarization called interval analysis [Allen and Cocke 1976], which works on reducible flow graphs. A graph is reducible if its edges can be partitioned into two disjoint sets forward and back, such that

- The forward edges make up an acyclic graph, in which every node can be reached from the Entry node.
Subroutine irreduce(a,b)

if (a<b) goto 2
1: a = a + 1
2: if (a < 0) goto 1
return

Figure 64: Procedure With an Irreducible Flow Graph

- For every back edge from node A to node B, B dominates A

Programs written in high level languages with structured constructs only generate reducible graphs unless the programmer uses goto statements. Figure 64 shows a fragment of code and its irreducible control flow graph. The code builds a loop with goto statements and violates structured programming style by having a jump into the middle of the loop — one of the simplest ways to generate an irreducible flow graph.

In practice, programs very rarely have irreducible flow graphs [Knuth 1971]. When such graphs do appear, they can always be converted to reducible graphs via node splitting [Cocke and Schwartz 1970]. Node splitting replicates nodes in the irreducible graph as necessary to yield a reducible one.

The idea behind interval analysis is to divide the graph into sets of nodes, called intervals, such that:

- the set is connected
- each set has a distinguished node h which dominates the nodes in the set
- all cycles within the set contain h

Once the graph has been divided into intervals, a data flow algorithm is performed in two passes. The first considers each of the intervals in isolation; the second computes the value for the entire graph using the summary information for each interval.

A variety of other optimizations have been developed as well, including path compression [Graham and Wegman 1976; Tarjan 1979; Ullman 1973].

C.2 Other Analysis Techniques

During analysis, most compilers also use a set of more specific techniques. We discuss several of these briefly.

C.2.1 Value Numbering

A compiler frequently needs to find identical sub-trees in a DAG, perhaps to avoid redundant computation by eliminating all but one of them. Value numbering [Reif and Lewis 1986; Alpern et al. 1988] is essentially a form of hashing which assigns a unique number to each quantity known at compile-time to be identical. Value numbering was originally developed by Cocke and Schwartz [1970].

Suppose that the computation involves a tree where each node has some value; assign a unique number to each value that can appear. Then compute the value of a sub-tree by taking some function of the value of each sub-tree and the value of the root node. The function could be addition, modulo some maximum value, or it might be sensitive to the ordering among the children. Enter each sub-tree into a hash table, using its value as the key. When two sub-trees collide, use a detailed comparison to determine whether they are truly identical.

C.2.2 Memory Usage Summarization

Dependency information is very useful for determining whether transformations are legal, but it is a low-level strategy that does not work well for summarizing the behavior of code. Summarization is often useful for high-level and interproce-
dural analysis; the usual goal is to describe the memory that is read or written by a code fragment. The key problem is to capture the behavior of arrays in a form that is easily manipulable. Researchers have proposed a variety of notations for array summaries, including Regular Sections [Callahan 1987], Data Access Descriptors [Balasundaram 1990], and atoms [Li and Yew 1988].

A somewhat related set of techniques try to describe the side-effects of a given piece of code so it can be scheduled without causing conflicts. Jade [Rinard et al. 1993] uses such a strategy for parallelism and what Gifford and Lucassen call fluent languages [Gifford and Lucassen 1986] use it to mix functional and imperative programming safely.

C.2.3 Feedback From Profiling

During optimization, a compiler is often forced to estimate the cost of various computations. A broad variety of models and heuristics are used to predict program behavior. An estimate of the number of iterations a loop is likely to execute is useful in determining scheduling granularity [Sarkar 1989a]. The direction a branch is likely to take [Bandyopadhyay et al. 1990; McFarling and Hennessy 1986] allows optimization of delayed branches. Global register allocation [Wall 1986] also depends on execution frequency information.

For high performance computing, these estimates can be very important in optimizing code. A number of studies have investigated the idea of profiling the program and feeding that information back into the optimizer [Sarkar and Hennessy 1986b; Hwu et al. 1993; Fisher and Freudenberger 1992; Fisher et al. 1984].

C.2.4 Alias Analysis

A crucial part of dataflow optimizations is computing the kill sets associated with each basic block. To do this, it must be possible to decide which variables (or parts of variables) can be written by each assignment. As long as there is a one-to-one correspondence between names and memory locations, this is relatively straightforward. Unfortunately, this is not the case for many languages.

In Fortran, aliasing can be created by parameter passing, and equivalence and common statements. In languages with pointers, there may be no information about a write through a pointer except the type of the object, and all defs of that type will need to be killed. The situation in C is even worse, since casting and unions allow a write through a pointer to write to any location in the address space. In the general case, a write through a pointer in C must be considered to kill all defs. This has a substantial impact on optimization.

Alias analysis uses a dataflow algorithm to propagate information about which variables may be aliased to one another. The problem of unrestricted pointers in C is often handled by providing an option that instructs the compiler to assume that the pointers are being used in a type-safe manner.
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